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Figure 1.1 Schematic representation of the components of a water footprint. 
It shows that the non-consumptive part of water withdrawals (the return flow) 
is not part of the water footprint. It also shows that, contrary to the measure 
of ‘water withdrawal’, the ‘water footprint’ includes green and grey water and 
the indirect water-use component
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)PXBXBUFS GPPUQSJOUBTTFTTNFOUXJMM MPPL MBSHFMZEFQFOETPOUIFGPDVT
PGJOUFSFTU0OFDBOCFJOUFSFTUFEJOUIFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUPGPOFTQFDJëDQSPDFTT
TUFQJOBXIPMFQSPEVDUJPODIBJOPSJOUIFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUPGBëOBMQSPEVDU





















EJêFSFOU SFBTPOT'PSFYBNQMFBOBUJPOBMHPWFSONFOUNBZCF JOUFSFTUFE JO
LOPXJOHJUTEFQFOEFODZPOGPSFJHOXBUFSSFTPVSDFTPSJUNBZCFJOUFSFTUFEUP





















ɨFQIBTFPGXBUFS GPPUQSJOU BDDPVOUJOH JT UIFQIBTF JOXIJDIEBUB BSF
DPMMFDUFE BOE BDDPVOUT BSF EFWFMPQFEɨF TDPQF BOE MFWFM PG EFUBJM JO UIF
BDDPVOUJOHEFQFOETPOUIFEFDJTJPOTNBEF JO UIFQSFWJPVTQIBTF"GUFS UIF
BDDPVOUJOHQIBTFJTUIFQIBTFPGTVTUBJOBCJMJUZBTTFTTNFOUJOXIJDIUIFXBUFS
GPPUQSJOU JT FWBMVBUFE GSPNBOFOWJSPONFOUBMQFSTQFDUJWFBTXFMMBT GSPNB
TPDJBMBOEFDPOPNJDQFSTQFDUJWF*OUIFëOBMQIBTFSFTQPOTFPQUJPOTTUSBUFHJFT
PSQPMJDJFTBSF GPSNVMBUFE*U JTOPUOFDFTTBSZ UP JODMVEFBMM UIFTUFQT JOPOF
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" DIFDLMJTU GPS EFëOJOH UIF HPBM PGXBUFS GPPUQSJOU BTTFTTNFOU JT HJWFO JO









RVBOUJUBUJWFXBUFS GPPUQSJOU SFEVDUJPOBOFWFOIJHIFSEFHSFFPG TQBUJBMBOE
UFNQPSBMEFUBJMJTSFRVJSFE#FTJEFTPOFXJMMIBWFUPFNCFEUIFXBUFSGPPUQSJOU
BTTFTTNFOU JOBCSPBEFSEFMJCFSBUJPO JODPSQPSBUJOH GBDUPSTPUIFS UIBOXBUFS
BMPOF	TFFBMTP$IBQUFS

Box 2.1 Goals of water footprint assessment
General













r 8IBU TDBMF 0OF TQFDJàDQSPDFTT JO B TQFDJàD MPDBUJPOPS UIF TBNF
QSPDFTTJOEJGGFSFOUMPDBUJPOT 
Product water footprint assessment
r 8IBUQSPEVDUUPDPOTJEFS 0OFTUPDLLFFQJOHVOJUPGBQBSUJDVMBSCSBOE
POFQBSUJDVMBSTPSUPGQSPEVDUPSBXIPMFQSPEVDUDBUFHPSZ 
r 8IBUTDBMF  *ODMVEFQSPEVDU	T
 GSPNPOFàFMEPSGBDUPSZPOFPSNPSF
DPNQBOJFTPSPOFPSNPSFQSPEVDUJPOSFHJPOT 
Consumer or community water footprint assessment
r 8IJDIDPNNVOJUZ 0OFJOEJWJEVBMDPOTVNFSPSUIFDPOTVNFSTXJUIJOB
NVOJDJQBMJUZQSPWJODFPSTUBUF 
Assessment of the water footprint within a geographically 
delineated area
r 8IBUBSF UIFBSFBCPVOEBSJFT "DBUDINFOU SJWFSCBTJONVOJDJQBMJUZ
QSPWJODFTUBUFPSOBUJPO 





PSFYBNJOFXIFSF UIFXBUFS GPPUQSJOUXJUIJO UIF BSFB WJPMBUFT MPDBM
FOWJSPONFOUBMáPXSFRVJSFNFOUTBOEBNCJFOUXBUFSRVBMJUZTUBOEBSET 
National water footprint assessment (water footprint within a 






OBUJPOBMXBUFSTBWJOHCZ JNQPSUPGXBUFS JOWJSUVBM GPSNTVTUBJOBCJMJUZ
of national consumption, impacts of the water footprint of national 
DPOTVNQUJPO JOPUIFSDPVOUSJFTBOEPSEFQFOEFODZPO GPSFJHOXBUFS
SFTPVSDFT 
Business water footprint assessment
r 8IBUJTUIFTDBMFPGTUVEZ "DPNQBOZVOJUXIPMFDPNQBOZPSBXIPMF
TFDUPS 	8IFOUIFTDBMFPGJOUFSFTUJTUIFQSPEVDUMFWFMTFFBCPWFVOEFS





certification, identification of critical water footprint components, 
GPSNVMBUJPOPGRVBOUJUBUJWFSFEVDUJPOUBSHFUT 
2.2 Scope of water footprint accounting
0OFXJMMIBWFUPCFDMFBSBOEFYQMJDJUBCPVUUIF AJOWFOUPSZCPVOEBSJFTXIFO
TFUUJOHVQBXBUFSGPPUQSJOUBDDPVOUɨFJOWFOUPSZCPVOEBSJFTSFGFSUPAXIBU
UP JODMVEFBOE AXIBUUPFYDMVEF GSPNUIFBDDPVOUTBOETIPVMECFDIPTFOBT
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t 'PS DPOTVNFST BOE CVTJOFTTFT DPOTJEFS EJSFDU BOEPS JOEJSFDU XBUFS
GPPUQSJOU 
t 'PSOBUJPOTDPOTJEFSXBUFSGPPUQSJOUXJUIJOUIFOBUJPOBOEPSXBUFSGPPU
QSJOU PG OBUJPOBM DPOTVNQUJPO DPOTJEFS JOUFSOBM BOEPS FYUFSOBMXBUFS
GPPUQSJOUPGOBUJPOBMDPOTVNQUJPO 



















Where to truncate the analysis when going back along the supply chain?
ɨFUSVODBUJPO JTTVF JTBCBTJDRVFTUJPO JOXBUFS GPPUQSJOUBDDPVOUJOH0OF
GBDFTTJNJMBSRVFTUJPOTBTJODBSCPOBOEFDPMPHJDBMGPPUQSJOUBDDPVOUJOHFOFSHZ
BOBMZTJTBOEMJGFDZDMFBTTFTTNFOU/PHFOFSBMHVJEFMJOFTIBWFCFFOEFWFMPQFE
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	)PFLTUSBBOE$IBQBHBJO
*OEVTUSJBMJOHSFEJFOUTBSFMJLFMZUPDPOUSJCVUF
QBSUJDVMBSMZXIFO UIFZDBOCFBTTPDJBUFEXJUIXBUFSQPMMVUJPO 	TP UIFZXJMM
DPOUSJCVUFUPUIFHSFZXBUFSGPPUQSJOU

" TQFDJëDRVFTUJPO UIBU GBMMTVOEFS UIF USVODBUJPO JTTVF JTXIFUIFSPOF
TIPVMEBDDPVOU GPS UIFXBUFS GPPUQSJOUPG MBCPVSXIJDI JT BO JOQVU GBDUPS
in nearly all processes. The argument could be made that employees are an 
JOQVU GBDUPS UIBU SFRVJSFT GPPEDMPUIJOHBOEESJOLJOHXBUFS TP UIBUBMM UIF
EJSFDUBOE JOEJSFDUXBUFS SFRVJSFNFOUTPGFNQMPZFFT TIPVMECF JODMVEFE JO
UIFJOEJSFDUXBUFSGPPUQSJOUPGBQSPEVDU)PXFWFSUIJTDSFBUFTBWFSZTFSJPVT





IPXFWFSBMTPXPSLFST *UXPVMEDSFBUFBOFWFSFOEJOH MPPQPGEPVCMF USJQMF
DPVOUJOHBOETPPOXIFOUIFOBUVSBMSFTPVSDFVTFBUUSJCVUFEUPBDPOTVNFS
XPVMECFDPVOUFEBTOBUVSBMSFTPVSDFVTFVOEFSMZJOHUIFJOQVUGBDUPSMBCPVS
JOQSPEVDUJPO*OTIPSU JU JTDPNNPOQSBDUJDF UPFYDMVEF MBCPVSBTB GBDUPS
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Source of required 
data on water use
























nationally, regionally or 
DBUDINFOUTQFDJàDEBUB
3PVHIJEFOUJàDBUJPOPG















water consumption and 
QPMMVUJPOTQFDJàFECZ
location and over the 
year.
,OPXMFEHFCBTFGPS
carrying out a water 
GPPUQSJOUTVTUBJOBCJMJUZ
BTTFTTNFOUGPSNVMBUJPO
of a strategy to reduce 

































Direct and/or indirect water footprint?
ɨF HFOFSBM SFDPNNFOEBUJPO JT UP JODMVEF CPUI EJSFDU BOE JOEJSFDU XBUFS
GPPUQSJOUT8IFSFBTEJSFDUXBUFS GPPUQSJOUTBSF UIF USBEJUJPOBM GPDVTPGDPO





UIBOUIFXBUFS GPPUQSJOUPG UIFJSPXOPQFSBUJPOT JHOPSJOHUIFTVQQMZDIBJO
DPNQPOFOUNBZMFBEUPJOWFTUNFOUTJONBLJOHJNQSPWFNFOUTJOUIFPQFSBUJPOBM
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Box 2.2 Are there ‘scopes’ in water footprint accounting as there are in the       
case of corporate carbon footprint accounting?
"DBSCPO GPPUQSJOU JT UIF UPUBM TFUPG HSFFOIPVTFHBT 	()(
FNJTTJPOT
DBVTFEEJSFDUMZBOEJOEJSFDUMZCZBOJOEJWJEVBMPSHBOJ[BUJPOFWFOUPSQSPEVDU














footprint accounting. The total water footprint of a consumer or producer 




case of water footprint accounting. In water footprint accounting there are 
thus two ‘scopes’ only: ‘direct’ and ‘indirect’ water footprint.
Consider the water footprint within a nation or the water footprint of national 
consumption?
ɨF AXBUFS GPPUQSJOUXJUIJO BOBUJPO SFGFST UP UIF UPUBM GSFTIXBUFS WPMVNF
DPOTVNFEPSQPMMVUFEXJUIJOUIFUFSSJUPSZPG UIFOBUJPOɨJT JODMVEFTXBUFS
VTFGPSNBLJOHQSPEVDUTDPOTVNFEEPNFTUJDBMMZCVUBMTPXBUFSVTFGPSNBLJOH





DPOTVNFEXJUIJO UIFOBUJPOɨFXBUFS GPPUQSJOUPGOBUJPOBM DPOTVNQUJPO
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-PPLJOHBUUIFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUXJUIJOBOBUJPOJTTVïDJFOUXIFOUIFJOUFSFTUMJFT
XJUIUIFVTFPGEPNFTUJDXBUFSSFTPVSDFTPOMZ





BSFBPSBXIPMFSJWFSCBTJOCFDBVTFUIJT JT UIFOBUVSBMVOJU JOXIJDIPOFDBO
FBTJMZ DPNQBSFXBUFS GPPUQSJOU BOEXBUFS BWBJMBCJMJUZ BOEXIFSF BMMPDBUJPO
PGXBUFSSFTPVSDFTBOEQPUFOUJBMDPOìJDUTUBLFQMBDF*OUIFDBTFPGBQSPDFTT
QSPEVDUDPOTVNFSPSQSPEVDFSQFSTQFDUJWF UIFGPDVT JTOPUPOUIFaggregate 
XBUFS GPPUQSJOU JO POF HFPHSBQIJD TFUUJOH CVU PO UIF contribution PG UIF
























ɨFBOTXFSUPUIF MBTUQPJOUXJMM JOìVFODFUIFSFRVJSFE MFWFMPGEFUBJM JOUIF
BTTFTTNFOU*EFOUJGZJOHIPUTQPUToJOPUIFSXPSETëOEJOHUIF	TVC
DBUDINFOUTJO





































2.4 Scope of water footprint response formulation
ɨFTDPQFPG UIF SFTQPOTF GPSNVMBUJPOQIBTFEFQFOET BHBJOPO UIF TPSUPG
XBUFS GPPUQSJOUPOF JT MPPLJOHBU*OUIFDBTFPG UIFXBUFS GPPUQSJOUXJUIJOB
HFPHSBQIJDBMMZEFMJOFBUFEBSFB UIFRVFTUJPO JTXIBUDBOCFEPOFCZXIPUP
SFEVDF UIFXBUFS GPPUQSJOUXJUIJO UIBU BSFB CZ IPXNVDI BOEXIBU UJNF
QBUI 8IFOTFUUJOHUIFTDPQF GPSSFTQPOTF GPSNVMBUJPOPOFXJMMIBWF UPCF

















JODMVEFBOBOBMZTJTPGXIBUPUIFSTo JOUIJTDBTF GPS JOTUBODFDPNQBOJFTBOE
HPWFSONFOUToDBOEP8IFODPOTJEFSJOHSFTQPOTFJOUIFDPOUFYUPGBTTFTTJOH
BDPNQBOZTXBUFS GPPUQSJOU JU JTNPTU MPHJDBM UP MPPLBU MFBTUBUXIBUTPSU





3.1 Human appropriation of fresh water:  
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BWBJMBCJMJUZJTOPUVOMJNJUFE1FSZFBSQFPQMFOFFEBDFSUBJOWPMVNFPGXBUFSGPS
EPNFTUJDBHSJDVMUVSBMBOEJOEVTUSJBMQVSQPTFTXIJDIDBOOPUFYDFFEUIFBOOVBM
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)JTUPSJDBMMZQFPQMFIBWFVTFESVOPêìPXTCPUIBTBTPVSDFPGGSFTIXBUFS
BOEBTBESBJOGPSUIFJSXBTUF0CWJPVTMZUIFSFBSFMJNJUTUPVTJOHSVOPêìPXT















3.2 Coherence between different sorts of  
water footprint accounts
ɨFXBUFS GPPUQSJOUPGPOFTJOHMF AQSPDFTTTUFQ JT UIFCBTJDCVJMEJOHCMPDLPG
BMMXBUFSGPPUQSJOUBDDPVOUT	TFF'JHVSFBOE#PY
ɨFXBUFSGPPUQSJOU
PGBO JOUFSNFEJBUFPSëOBM AQSPEVDU 	HPPEPSTFSWJDF
 JT UIFBHHSFHBUFPG UIF
XBUFSGPPUQSJOUTPGUIFWBSJPVTQSPDFTTTUFQTSFMFWBOUJOUIFQSPEVDUJPOPGUIF
QSPEVDUɨFXBUFS GPPUQSJOUPGBO JOEJWJEVBMDPOTVNFS JTB GVODUJPOPG UIF
XBUFSGPPUQSJOUTPGUIFWBSJPVTQSPEVDUTDPOTVNFECZUIFDPOTVNFSɨFXBUFS














DPVOUJOHɨJT JT EVF UP UIF GBDU UIBU QSPDFTT XBUFS GPPUQSJOUT BSF BMXBZT









lead to double counting.


















add product water footprints 
of all products produced 
Water footprint of a group of 
consumers (e.g. of a nation, 
province or municipality) 
Water footprint of a group of 
producers (e.g. a sector) 
Water footprint within a 
geographically delineated area 
(e.g. a nation or river basin) 
Water footprint of a producer 
(business, company) 
Product water footprints 
Process water footprints 
Water footprint of consumer 
add product water footprints 
of all products consumed 
add process water footprints of all 
processes in a production system of a product 
add process 
water footprints 
of all processes 
occurring within 
the area 


















3.3 Water footprint of a process step
3.3.1 Blue water footprint
ɨFCMVFXBUFSGPPUQSJOU JTBOJOEJDBUPSPGDPOTVNQUJWFVTFPGTPDBMMFECMVF
XBUFS JOPUIFSXPSET GSFTITVSGBDFPSHSPVOEXBUFSɨFUFSN ADPOTVNQUJWF
XBUFSVTFSFGFSTUPPOFPGUIFGPMMPXJOHGPVSDBTFT
Box 3.1 The relation between the different sorts of water footprints
r 5IFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUPGBQSPEVDUUIFTVNPGUIFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUTPG
UIFQSPDFTTTUFQTUBLFOUPQSPEVDFUIFQSPEVDU	DPOTJEFSJOHUIFXIPMF


























Figure 3.3 The direct and indirect water footprint in each stage of the supply 


























































Water footprint of 
national consumption 
external internal internal external 


























volume per product unit.
r 5IFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUPGBQSPEVDU JTBMXBZTFYQSFTTFEBTXBUFSWPMVNF
QFSQSPEVDUVOJU&YBNQMFT
– water volume per unit of mass (for products where weight is a good 
indicator of quantity)
– water volume per unit of money (for products where value tells more 
than weight)
– water volume per piece (for products that are counted per piece 
rather than weight)
m XBUFSWPMVNFQFSVOJUPGFOFSHZ	QFSLDBMGPSGPPEQSPEVDUTPSQFS
joule for electricity or fuels)







unit of time per capita. 
r 5IFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUXJUIJOBHFPHSBQIJDBMMZEFMJOFBUFEBSFBJTFYQSFTTFE
BTXBUFSWPMVNFQFSVOJUPGUJNF*UDBOCFFYQSFTTFEJOUFSNTPGXBUFS
volume per monetary unit when divided over the income in the area.
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ɨFCMVFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUJOBQSPDFTTTUFQJTDBMDVMBUFEBT
WFproc,blue = BlueWaterEvaporation + BlueWaterIncorporation + 
WFproc,blue = LostReturnflow       <WPMVNFUJNF> 	
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during storage, transport, processing and disposal is generally not measured 
EJSFDUMZCVUDBOCF JOGFSSFE GSPNUIFEJGGFSFODFCFUXFFOBCTUSBDUJPOBOE
àOBMEJTQPTBMWPMVNFT*EFBMMZPOFDBOSFMZPOEBUBCBTFTUIBUDPOUBJOUZQJDBM
data on consumptive water use for various types of manufacturing processes. 















































Water recycling and reuse
8BUFSSFDZDMJOHBOESFVTFBSFPGUFOVTFEBT UXPJOUFSDIBOHFBCMFUFSNT)FSF
XFEFëOFAXBUFSSFDZDMJOHTQFDJëDBMMZBTUIFon-siteSFVTFPGXBUFSfor the same 
purpose BOEAXBUFSSFVTFBTUIFSFVTFPGXBUFSFMTFXIFSFQPTTJCMZGPSBOPUIFS
QVSQPTF*OUIFDBTFPGSFDZDMJOHXFDBONBLFBOBEEJUJPOBMEJTUJODUJPOCFUXFFO
SFDZDMJOHPGXBTUFXBUFS 	CZUSFBUJOH JU GPSSFVTF
BOESFDZDMJOHPGFWBQPSBUFE






JT UIFDPOTVNQUJWFXBUFSVTF 	FWBQPSBUJPOBOE JODPSQPSBUJPO JOUPQSPEVDUT

that counts. Water recycling and reuse can be instrumental in reducing the blue 
XBUFSGPPUQSJOUPGBQSPDFTTPOMZXIFOJUFêFDUJWFMZSFEVDFTDPOTVNQUJWFXBUFS









Capture and recycling 
of water vapour 
Recycling of 
wastewater 
Blue water footprint 







Blue water footprint 
of process 2 
Treatment 












































3.3.2 Green water footprint
ɨFHSFFOXBUFSGPPUQSJOUJTBOJOEJDBUPSPGUIFIVNBOVTFPGTPDBMMFEHSFFO
XBUFS(SFFOXBUFSSFGFSTUPUIFQSFDJQJUBUJPOPOMBOEUIBUEPFTOPUSVOPêPS
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SFDIBSHFUIFHSPVOEXBUFSCVUJTTUPSFEJOUIFTPJMPSUFNQPSBSJMZTUBZTPOUPQ














WFproc,green = GreenWaterEvaporation + GreenWaterIncorporation 
<WPMVNFUJNF> 	

ɨF EJTUJODUJPO CFUXFFO UIF CMVF BOE HSFFO XBUFS GPPUQSJOU JT JNQPSUBOU










3.3.3 Grey water footprint
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Box 3.4 The history of the grey water footprint concept
















quantify the dilution requirement. The term ‘grey water footprint’ was for 













water footprint in the case of diffuse pollution.
"MUIPVHIUIFHSFZXBUFSGPPUQSJOUDBOCFVOEFSTUPPEBTBAEJMVUJPOXBUFS
requirement’, we prefer not to use that term since it appeared to cause 
confusion with some people who thought that the term implies we need to 
dilute pollutants instead of reduce their emission. This is, of course, not the 
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ɨFOBUVSBMDPODFOUSBUJPO JOB SFDFJWJOHXBUFSCPEZ JT UIFDPODFOUSBUJPO JO
UIFXBUFSCPEZUIBUXPVMEPDDVS JG UIFSFXFSFOPIVNBOEJTUVSCBODFT JOUIF
DBUDINFOU'PSIVNBONBEFTVCTUBODFTUIBUOBUVSBMMZEPOPUPDDVSJOXBUFS
cnat = 0. 8IFOOBUVSBMDPODFOUSBUJPOTBSFOPULOPXOQSFDJTFMZCVUBSFFTUJNBUFE
UPCFMPXGPSTJNQMJDJUZPOFNBZBTTVNFcnatɨJTXJMMIPXFWFSSFTVMUJOBO
VOEFSFTUJNBUFEHSFZXBUFSGPPUQSJOUXIFOcnat JTBDUVBMMZOPUFRVBMUP[FSP
0OFNBZ BTLXIZ UIF OBUVSBM DPODFOUSBUJPO JT VTFE BT B SFGFSFODF BOE
OPU UIFBDUVBMDPODFOUSBUJPO JO UIFSFDFJWJOHXBUFSCPEZɨFSFBTPO JT UIBU




DPODFOUSBUJPOPGB TVCTUBODFPOFXPVME MPPLBU UIF remaining assimilation 
DBQBDJUZXIJDIJTPCWJPVTMZDIBOHJOHBMMUIFUJNFBTBGVODUJPOPGUIFBDUVBM
MFWFMPGQPMMVUJPOBUBDFSUBJOUJNF
(SFZ XBUFS GPPUQSJOU DBMDVMBUJPOT BSF DBSSJFE PVU VTJOH BNCJFOU XBUFS
RVBMJUZTUBOEBSETGPSUIFSFDFJWJOHGSFTIXBUFSCPEZ JOPUIFSXPSETTUBOEBSET
XJUI SFTQFDU UPNBYJNVNBMMPXBCMF DPODFOUSBUJPOTɨF SFBTPO JT UIBU UIF
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#PUIBNCJFOUXBUFSRVBMJUZTUBOEBSETBOEOBUVSBMCBDLHSPVOEDPODFOUSBUJPOT
















"HSFZXBUFS GPPUQSJOU MBSHFSUIBO[FSPEPFTOPUBVUPNBUJDBMMZ JNQMZUIBU
BNCJFOUXBUFSRVBMJUZ TUBOEBSET BSF WJPMBUFE JU KVTU TIPXT UIBUQBSUPG UIF
assimilation capacity has been consumed already. As long as the calculated 
HSFZXBUFSGPPUQSJOUJTTNBMMFSUIBOUIFFYJTUJOHSJWFSìPXPSHSPVOEXBUFSìPX
UIFSF JTTUJMM TVïDJFOUXBUFSUPEJMVUFUIFQPMMVUBOUTUPBDPODFOUSBUJPOCFMPX
UIFTUBOEBSE8IFOUIFDBMDVMBUFEHSFZXBUFS GPPUQSJOU JTQSFDJTFMZFRVBM UP
UIFBNCJFOUXBUFSìPXUIFOUIFSFTVMUBOUDPODFOUSBUJPOXJMMCFFYBDUMZBUUIF
















UIFDSJUJDBM MPBEUIFHSFZXBUFS GPPUQSJOUXJMMCFFRVBM UPUIFBWBJMBCMFXBUFS
ìPXXIJDIJTUIFOSFRVJSFEJOGVMMUPEJMVUFUIFDIFNJDBMTEPXOUPBDDFQUBCMF
concentrations.
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Point sources of water pollution
*OUIFDBTFPGQPJOUTPVSDFTPGXBUFSQPMMVUJPOJOPUIFSXPSETXIFODIFNJDBMT












,     
effl act
proc grey
max nat max nat
Effl c Abstr cL
WF






The pollutant load LJTUIVTEFëOFEBTUIFMPBEUIBUDPNFTPOUPQPGUIFMPBE
UIBUXBTBMSFBEZDPOUBJOFEJOUIFSFDFJWJOHXBUFSCPEZCFGPSF JOUFSGFSFODFCZ
UIFBDUJWJUZDPOTJEFSFE"OFYBNQMFPG UIFBQQMJDBUJPOPG UIJTFRVBUJPO JOB
DPODSFUFDBTFJTHJWFOJO"QQFOEJY*76OEFSNPTUDJSDVNTUBODFTUIFBNPVOUPG
Box 3.5 The concept of critical load
8IFOUIFMPBEJOUPBáPXJOHXBUFSCPEZSFBDIFTBDFSUBJOADSJUJDBMMPBEUIF
HSFZXBUFSGPPUQSJOUXJMMCFFRVBMUPUIFSVOPGGXIJDINFBOTUIBUGVMMSVO
off is appropriated for waste assimilation. The critical load (LcritJONBTTUJNF






LcritR × (cmax – cnat
 <NBTTUJNF>






water quality standards for that particular pollutant and allocates that load 
UPQPJOUBOEEJGGVTFTPVSDFTXIJDIJODMVEFCPUIBOUISPQPHFOJDBOEOBUVSBM
CBDLHSPVOETPVSDFTPGUIFQPMMVUBOU"OPUIFSDPODFQUDMPTFMZSFMBUFEUPUIF




NJOVT UIF CBDLHSPVOE DPODFOUSBUJPO BOE UIVT FRVJWBMFOU UP cmax – cnat 
	$SPNNFOUVJKOFUBM










































UIFHSFZXBUFS GPPUQSJOU8IFOoBGUFS USFBUNFOUXIFOOFDFTTBSZoXBUFS JT
GVMMZSFDZDMFEPSSFVTFEGPSUIFTBNFPSBOPUIFSQVSQPTF UIFSF JTOPFðVFOU
UPUIFFOWJSPONFOUTPUIFHSFZXBUFSGPPUQSJOUXJMMCF[FSP*GBGUFSPOFUJNF
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Box 3.6 The grey water footprint in different cases of point-source pollution






r 8IFO cefflcmax the grey water footprint is equal to a certain fraction 






from cnat in the direction of cmax*OUIFFYUSFNFDBTFUIBUBMMXBUFSJOB
river is withdrawn and returned as effluent with a concentration equal to 
cmaxUIFOUIFGVMMBTTJNJMBUJPODBQBDJUZPGUIFSJWFSIBTCFFODPOTVNFETP
UIFHSFZXBUFSGPPUQSJOUXPVMECFFRVBMUPUIFUPUBMSJWFSSVOPGG
r 8IFOceffl < cact UIFDBMDVMBUFEHSFZXBUFS GPPUQSJOUXPVMECFOFHBUJWF
XIJDIJTFYQMBJOFECZUIFGBDUUIBUUIFFGáVFOUJTDMFBOFSUIBOUIFJOUBLF









The issue of compensation or ‘offsetting’ of water footprints is discussed 
JO$IBQUFS	#PY





























































,     proc grey
max nat max nat
L Appl
WF




















The effect of evaporation on water quality
"TQFDJëD GPSNPG AQPMMVUJPODBOPDDVSXIFOXBUFSRVBMJUZEFUFSJPSBUFTBTB
SFTVMUPGFWBQPSBUJPO8IFOBQBSUPGBXBUFSìPXFWBQPSBUFTUIFDPODFOUSBUJPOT




Box 3.7 Three-tier approach in estimating diffuse pollution loads
"UISFFUJFSBQQSPBDIJTSFDPNNFOEFEGPSFTUJNBUJOHEJGGVTFQPMMVUJPOMPBET









relevant factors such as soil type, agricultural practice, soil hydrology and 
JOUFSBDUJPOCFUXFFOEJGGFSFOUDIFNJDBMTJOUIFTPJM
r 5JFSBQQMJFTTUBOEBSEJ[FEBOETJNQMJàFENPEFMBQQSPBDIFTXIJDIDBO




derived from widely accepted and validated models.
r 5JFSVTFTTPQIJTUJDBUFENPEFMMJOH UFDIOJRVFTHJWFOUIBU UIFBWBJMBCMF
SFTPVSDFTBMMPX JUBOE UIFDIPTFO UPQJDSFRVJSFT JU8IFSFBTEFUBJMFE
NFDIBOJTUJDNPEFMT PG DPOUBNJOBOU áPXT UISPVHI TPJM BSF BWBJMBCMF















FWBQPSBUJPO*UBMTPIBQQFOT GPS JOTUBODF JOBSUJëDJBMSFTFSWPJSTXIFSFXBUFS
evaporates and chemicals accumulate. 









ɨJT AFRVJWBMFOU MPBEIBT UPCFBTTJNJMBUFECZPUIFSOBUVSBM
XBUFSɨFHSFZXBUFSGPPUQSJOUSFMBUFEUPUIJTAFRVJWBMFOUMPBEDBOCFDBMDVMBUFE







Integration over time and different pollutants
%BJMZWBMVFTGPSUIFHSFZXBUFSGPPUQSJOUDBOCFBEEFEPWFSUIFZFBSUPHFUBOOVBM
WBMVFT8IFOBXBTUFìPXDPODFSOTNPSF UIBOPOF GPSNPGQPMMVUJPOBT JT
HFOFSBMMZUIFDBTFUIFHSFZXBUFSGPPUQSJOUJTEFUFSNJOFECZUIFQPMMVUBOUUIBU





UBSHFUFEBU TQFDJëDQPMMVUBOUT UIJT JTPGDPVSTFWFSZSFMFWBOU'PS UIFPWFSBMM
QJDUVSFPGQPMMVUJPOIPXFWFSTIPXJOHUIFHSFZXBUFSGPPUQSJOUGPSUIFDSJUJDBM



























3.3.4 Calculation of the green, blue and grey water 














































=  <WPMVNFNBTT> 	

:JFMETGPSBOOVBMDSPQTDBOCFUBLFOBTHJWFOJOZJFMETUBUJTUJDT*OUIFDBTFPG
































CPEJFTXIJDI JTHFOFSBMMZB GSBDUJPOPG UIF UPUBMBQQMJDBUJPOPG GFSUJMJ[FSTPS
QFTUJDJEFTUPUIFëFME0OFOFFETUPBDDPVOUGPSPOMZUIFNPTUDSJUJDBMQPMMVUBOU
UIBUJTUIFQPMMVUBOUXIFSFBCPWFDBMDVMBUJPOZJFMETUIFIJHIFTUXBUFSWPMVNF


































































QPTTJCMFCFDBVTF JU JTBQQMJDBCMF GPSCPUIPQUJNBMBOEOPOPQUJNBMHSPXJOH
DPOEJUJPOTBOECFDBVTF JU JTNPSFBDDVSBUF	BTUIFVOEFSMZJOHNPEFM JODMVEFT
BEZOBNJDTPJMXBUFSCBMBODF
"DPNQSFIFOTJWFNBOVBM GPSUIFQSBDUJDBMVTF















be more easily available.
*OUIFBCPWFDBMDVMBUJPOTXFIBWFOPUZFUBDDPVOUFEGPSUIFHSFFOBOECMVF
XBUFS JODPSQPSBUFEJOUPUIFIBSWFTUFEDSPQ0OFDBOëOEUIBUDPNQPOFOUPG
UIFXBUFS GPPUQSJOUCZTJNQMZ MPPLJOHBU UIFXBUFS GSBDUJPOPG UIFIBSWFTUFE
DSPQ'PSGSVJUTUIJTJTUZQJDBMMZJOUIFSBOHFPGoQFSDFOUPGUIFXFUNBTT
GPSWFHFUBCMFTPGUFOoQFSDFOUɨFHSFFOCMVF SBUJP JO UIFXBUFS UIBU

























Water footprint Water footprint Water footprint 
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Box 3.8 Data sources for the calculation of the water footprint of ‘growing a crop’
r $MJNBUFEBUB5IFDBMDVMBUJPOTIPVMECFEPOFVTJOHDMJNBUFEBUBGSPN
the nearest and most representative meteorological station(s) located 
OFBS UIFDSPQàFMEDPOTJEFSFEPSXJUIJOPSOFBS UIFDSPQQSPEVDJOH
























































‘medium soil’ as a default.
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HMPCBM EBUBCBTF JT 'FSUJ4UBU 	'"0D
5IF *OUFSOBUJPOBM 'FSUJMJ[FS
"TTPDJBUJPO 	*'" 
 QSPWJEFT BOOVBM GFSUJMJ[FS DPOTVNQUJPO QFS
DPVOUSZ)FGGFS 	
QSPWJEFT GFSUJMJ[FSVTFQFSDSPQ GPSNBKPSDSPQ
types and major countries.













r "NCJFOUXBUFSRVBMJUZ TUBOEBSET 1SFGFSBCMZVTF MPDBM TUBOEBSET



























r /BUVSBMDPODFOUSBUJPOT in receiving water bodies: In more or less 
pristine rivers, one can assume that natural concentrations are equal to 
the actual concentrations and thus rely on long-term daily or monthly 
BWFSBHFTBTNFBTVSFEJOBOFBSCZNFBTVSJOHTUBUJPO'PSEJTUVSCFESJWFST
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3.4 Water footprint of a product
3.4.1 Definition
ɨFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUPGBQSPEVDUJTEFëOFEBTUIFUPUBMWPMVNFPGGSFTIXBUFS
UIBU JTVTFEEJSFDUMZPS JOEJSFDUMZ UPQSPEVDFUIFQSPEVDU *U JTFTUJNBUFECZ







Box 3.9 Terminology: Water footprint, virtual-water content, embedded water



















áPXT *G BOBUJPO 	SFHJPO
FYQPSUTJNQPSUTBQSPEVDU JUFYQPSUTJNQPSUT
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QSPEVDUJPO TZTUFNTXJUIPOMZPOFPVUQVUQSPEVDU SBSFMZFYJTU UIVTBNPSF
HFOFSJDXBZPGBDDPVOUJOHJTOFDFTTBSZPOFUIBUDBOEJTUSJCVUFUIFXBUFSVTFE
Figure 3.7 4DIFNBUJ[BUJPOPGUIFQSPEVDUJPOTZTUFNUPQSPEVDFQSPEVDUp 
into k process steps. Some steps are in series, others are parallel. The water 
footprint of output product p is calculated as the sum of the process water 
footprints of the processes that constitute the production system. Note: this 
TJNQMJàFETDIFNFQSFTVQQPTFTUIBUp is the only output product following 




Process s=4 Process s=k 
WFproc[4] WFproc[k] 
P[p] 
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UISPVHIPVUBQSPEVDUJPOTZTUFNUPUIFWBSJPVTPVUQVUQSPEVDUTUIBUGPMMPXGSPN
UIBUTZTUFNXJUIPVUEPVCMFDPVOUJOH














XBUFSGPPUQSJOUPGBQSPEVDUpXIJDIJTCFJOHQSPDFTTFEGSPNy input products. 
ɨFJOQVUQSPEVDUTBSFOVNCFSFEGSPNi=1 to y4VQQPTFUIBUQSPDFTTJOHPGUIF
y input products results in z output products. We number the output products 
GSPNp=1 to z.
*G UIFSF JT TPNFXBUFSVTF JOWPMWFEEVSJOHQSPDFTTJOH UIFQSPDFTTXBUFS
GPPUQSJOUJTBEEFEUPUIFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUTPGUIFJOQVUQSPEVDUTCFGPSFUIFUPUBM
Figure 3.8 4DIFNBUJ[BUJPOPGUIFMBTUQSPDFTTTUFQJOUIFQSPEVDUJPOTZTUFN
to produce product p. The water footprint of output product p is calculated 
CBTFEPOUIFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUTPGUIFJOQVUQSPEVDUTBOEUIFQSPDFTTXBUFS
footprint when processing the inputs into the outputs
 
Output products Input products 
Input product i=1 
Input product i=2 
Input product i=y 
Output product p=1 
Output product p=2 















WF p WF p f p
f p i=
⎛ ⎞




































[ ] [ ]
[ ]
[ ] [ ]
v z
p
price p w p
f p







JOXIJDIprice<p> SFGFST UPUIFQSJDFPGQSPEVDUp 	NPOFUBSZVOJUNBTT
ɨF







PVUQVUQSPEVDU UIFDBMDVMBUJPOPGUIFXBUFS GPPUQSJOUPG UIFPVUQVUQSPEVDU
CFDPNFTSBUIFSTJNQMF
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[ ]






WF p WF p
f p i




SFTPVSDFT 	XIFSF UIF TVQQMZ DIBJO TUBSUT








1SPEVDU GSBDUJPOT DBO CFTU CF UBLFO GSPN UIF MJUFSBUVSF BWBJMBCMF GPS B
TQFDJëDQSPEVDUJPOQSPDFTT 1SPEVDU GSBDUJPOT BSF PGUFO JO B SBUIFSOBSSPX
SBOHFCVUTPNFUJNFTUIFBNPVOUPGPVUQVUQSPEVDUQFSVOJUPGJOQVUQSPEVDU
SFBMMZEFQFOETPOUIFQSFDJTFQSPDFTTBQQMJFE*OUIBUDBTF JU JT JNQPSUBOU UP
LOPXXIJDIUZQFPGQSPDFTT JTCFJOHBQQMJFEJOUIFDBTFDPOTJEFSFE'PSDSPQ
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( )*, [ ] [ ]cons indir prod
p
WF C p WF p= ×∑  <WPMVNFUJNF> 	

C<p>JTDPOTVNQUJPOPGQSPEVDUp	QSPEVDUVOJUTUJNF
BOE * [ ]prodWF p UIFXBUFS
GPPUQSJOUPG UIJTQSPEVDU 	XBUFSWPMVNFQSPEVDUVOJU
ɨFTFUPGQSPEVDUT









































ɨFXBUFS GPPUQSJOUT PG ëOBM QSJWBUF HPPET BOE TFSWJDFT BSF FYDMVTJWFMZ
BMMPDBUFEUPUIFDPOTVNFSPGUIFQSJWBUFHPPEɨFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUTPGQVCMJD
or shared goods and services are allocated to consumers based on the share that 
FBDIJOEJWJEVBMDPOTVNFSUBLFT














WF WF q= ∑  <WPMVNFUJNF> 	

XIFSF WFproc<q> SFGFST UP UIF XBUFS GPPUQSJOU PG B QSPDFTT q XJUIJO UIF
HFPHSBQIJDBMMZEFMJOFBUFEBSFBɨFFRVBUJPOTVNTPWFSBMMXBUFSDPOTVNJOHPS
QPMMVUJOHQSPDFTTFTUBLJOHQMBDFJOUIFBSFB



























3.7 National water footprint accounting











XJUIJO B DPVOUSZɨFZ EP OPU EJTUJOHVJTI CFUXFFOXBUFS VTF GPSNBLJOH
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JOGPSNEFDJTJPONBLJOHUIFUSBEJUJPOBMOBUJPOBMXBUFSVTFBDDPVOUTOFFEUPCF
extended. 
5IF XBUFS GPPUQSJOU PG UIF DPOTVNFST JO B OBUJPO 	WFcons,nat
 IBT UXP
DPNQPOFOUTUIFJOUFSOBMXBUFSGPPUQSJOUBOEUIFFYUFSOBMXBUFSGPPUQSJOU


































, , ,i cons nat ext e rV WF V= +  <WPMVNFUJNF> 	

ɨFTVNPGVi and WFarea,natJTFRVBMUPUIFTVNPGVe and WFcons,nat. This sum is 
DBMMFEUIFWJSUVBMXBUFSCVEHFU	Vb
PGBOBUJPO
, ,b i area nat e cons natV V WF V WF= + = +  <WPMVNFUJNF> 	
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, [ ]area nat proc
q
WF WF q= ∑  <WPMVNFUJNF> 	





3.7.3 Calculation of the water footprint of national 
consumption
ɨFXBUFS GPPUQSJOU PG OBUJPOBM DPOTVNQUJPO 	WFcons,nat
 DBO CF DBMDVMBUFE
UISPVHIUXPBMUFSOBUJWFBQQSPBDIFTUIFUPQEPXOBOEUIFCPUUPNVQBQQSPBDI
Figure 3.9 The national water footprint accounting scheme. The 
BDDPVOUJOHTDIFNFTIPXTUIFWBSJPVTCBMBODFTUIBUIPMEGPSUIFXBUFS


























+ + + 
Water footprint 
within the area 





= = = 
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Top-down approach







, ,cons nat area nat i eWF WF V V= + −  <WPMVNFUJNF> 	

ɨFHSPTTWJSUVBMXBUFSJNQPSUJTDBMDVMBUFEBT
( )[ , ] [ , ]
e
i i e prod e
n p





p as in the exporting nation ne	WPMVNFQSPEVDUVOJU
*GGVSUIFSEFUBJMTBSFOPU
BWBJMBCMFPOFDBOBTTVNFUIBUBQSPEVDUJTQSPEVDFEJOUIFFYQPSUJOHDPVOUSZ
0OFDBO UIVT UBLF UIF BWFSBHFQSPEVDUXBUFS GPPUQSJOU BT JO UIF FYQPSUJOH













*[ ] [ ]e e prod
p










[ ] [ ] [ , ] [ , ]
[ ]
[ ] [ , ]
e
e





P p WF p T n p WF n p
WF p
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WFprod<ne,p>UIFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUPGQSPEVDUp as in the exporting nation ne. The 
BTTVNQUJPONBEFIFSFJTUIBUFYQPSUPSJHJOBUFTGSPNEPNFTUJDQSPEVDUJPOBOE
imports according to their relative volumes. 
Bottom-up approach
ɨFCPUUPNVQ BQQSPBDI JT CBTFE PO UIFNFUIPE PG DBMDVMBUJOH UIFXBUFS
GPPUQSJOUPGBHSPVQPGDPOTVNFST	4FDUJPO
ɨFHSPVQPGDPOTVNFSTDPOTJTUT
PG UIF JOIBCJUBOUTPGBOBUJPOɨFXBUFS GPPUQSJOUPGOBUJPOBMDPOTVNQUJPO
JTDBMDVMBUFECZBEEJOHUIFEJSFDUBOEJOEJSFDUXBUFS GPPUQSJOUTPGDPOTVNFST
XJUIJOUIFOBUJPO









( )*, , [ ] [ ]cons nat indir prod
p













[ ] [ ] [ , ] [ , ]
[ ]
[ ] [ , ]
e
e





P p WF p T n p WF n p
WF p





∑  <WPMVNF 	
QSPEVDUVOJU>
ɨFBTTVNQUJPOJTUIBUDPOTVNQUJPOPSJHJOBUFTGSPNEPNFTUJDQSPEVDUJPOBOE
imports according to their relative volumes. 
The bottom-up versus the top-down approach
ɨFCPUUPNVQ BOE UPQEPXO DBMDVMBUJPOT UIFPSFUJDBMMZ SFTVMU JO UIF TBNF
ëHVSFQSPWJEFEUIBUUIFSFJTOPQSPEVDUTUPDLDIBOHFPWFSBZFBSɨFUPQEPXO





UPQEPXOBQQSPBDIQSFTVQQPTFTBCBMBODFWFarea,nat plus Vi becomes WFcons,nat 
plus VeɨJTJTBOBQQSPYJNBUJPOPOMZCFDBVTFUPCFNPSFQSFDJTFWFarea,nat plus 




























External water footprint of national consumption
8JUIFJUIFSUIFUPQEPXOPSCPUUPNVQBQQSPBDIPOFDBODBMDVMBUFUIFUPUBM
XBUFS GPPUQSJOU PG OBUJPOBM DPOTVNQUJPO 	WFcons,nat





































, , [ , ] [ , ]
cons nat ext
cons nat ext e i e
i
WF
WF n p V n p
V
= ×  <WPMVNFUJNF> 	












[ ] [ ] [ ]( ) [ ]-n i e prodS p T p T p WF p= ×  <WPMVNFUJNF> 	

XIFSFWFprod<p>JTUIFXBUFSGPPUQSJOU	WPMVNFQSPEVDUVOJU








GSPNBOFYQPSUJOHOBUJPOne to an importing nation niJT
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]( ), , , , , - ,g e i e i prod i prod eS n n p T n n p WF n p WF n p= ×  <WPMVNFUJNF> 	
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TBWJOHTPGBMM JOUFSOBUJPOBM USBEFìPXT#ZEFëOJUJPO UIF UPUBMHMPCBMXBUFS
TBWJOHJTFRVBMUPUIFTVNPGUIFOBUJPOBMTBWJOHTPGBMMOBUJPOT

































3.8 Water footprint accounting for  
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BDDPVOUTDPNCJOFBDDPVOUTPOUIF AXBUFS GPPUQSJOUPGDPOTVNFST MJWJOH JOB
DBUDINFOU	DPOTVNFSBDDPVOUTBTJOUSPEVDFEJO4FDUJPO
BOEBDDPVOUTPO











VTFPG USBEFTUBUJTUJDT *OTUFBE USBEFìPXTOFFEUPCF JOGFSSFEGSPNBWBJMBCMF
EBUBPSFTUJNBUFTPOQSPEVDUJPOBOEDPOTVNQUJPOXJUIJOUIFDBUDINFOU0OF







*UTIPVMECFOPUFEUIBUPOFEPFTOPUBMXBZTOFFEUPNBLF full catchment 
XBUFS GPPUQSJOUBDDPVOUTBT TIPXOJO'JHVSF*UEFQFOETPOUIFHPBMPG
UIFBDDPVOUT1BSUJDVMBSMZDBUDINFOUNBOBHFSTXJMMQSJNBSJMZCF JOUFSFTUFEJO
Figure 3.10 The catchment water footprint accounting scheme. The 
BDDPVOUJOHTDIFNFTIPXTUIFWBSJPVTCBMBODFTUIBUIPMEGPSUIFXBUFS
footprint of consumers living within the catchment, the water footprint within 
UIFDBUDINFOUBSFBUIFUPUBMWJSUVBMXBUFSFYQPSUGSPNUIFDBUDINFOUBOEUIF
























export from the 
catchment 
= 










= = = 
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UIFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUXJUIJOUIFJSDBUDINFOUOPUTPNVDIJOUIFFYUFSOBMXBUFS
GPPUQSJOUPGUIFQFPQMFMJWJOHJOUIFDBUDINFOUɨFZNBZBMTPDBSFMJUUMFBCPVU
XIFUIFS UIFXBUFS GPPUQSJOUXJUIJO UIF DBUDINFOU JT GPSNBLJOH QSPEVDUT
DPOTVNFECZQFPQMF MJWJOHJOUIFDBUDINFOUPSGPSNBLJOHQSPEVDUTUIBUBSF
FYQPSUFEGSPNUIFDBUDINFOU*OTVDIBDBTFPOFDBOTVïDFJONBLJOHBSFB
XBUFS GPPUQSJOUBDDPVOUTBTEJTDVTTFE JO4FDUJPO)PXFWFS GPSBCSPBEFS
VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG UIF SFMBUJPO CFUXFFO XBUFS VTF JO B DBUDINFOU BOE UIF
TVTUFOBODFPGUIFDPNNVOJUZMJWJOHJOUIFDBUDINFOUPOFXJMMOFFEUPNBLF
GVMMDBUDINFOUXBUFSGPPUQSJOUBDDPVOUT
3.9 Water footprint accounting for municipalities, 





















PG UXPNBJO DPNQPOFOUTɨFPQFSBUJPOBM 	PS EJSFDU


















Table 3.1 Examples of the components of a business water footprint
Operational water footprint Supply chain water footprint
Water footprint 
directly associated 
with the production 






with the production 







polluted through a 
washing process.
r8BUFSUIFSNBMMZ
polluted through use 
for cooling.
r8BUFSDPOTVNQUJPO
or pollution related 

















materials and so on).
r8BUFSGPPUQSJOU
of materials and 
energy for general 
VTF	PGàDFNBUFSJBMT
DBSTBOEUSVDLTGVFMT























Grey water footprintGrey water footprint
Water footprint of a business
Operational water footprint
Operational water footprint directly associated 
with the production of the product
Supply-chain water footprint
Overhead operational water footprint
Supply-chain water footprint related to 
the product inputs








































































































XBUFS GPPUQSJOUɨJT JT IJHIMZ SFMFWBOU GSPN B
QPMJDZQFSTQFDUJWFCFDBVTFBCVTJOFTTIBTEJSFDUDPOUSPMPWFS JUTPQFSBUJPOBM
XBUFS GPPUQSJOU BOE JOEJSFDU JOìVFODFPO JUT TVQQMZ DIBJOXBUFS GPPUQSJOU
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Box 3.10 What is new for companies when considering their business 
water footprint?
r $PNQBOJFTIBWFUSBEJUJPOBMMZ GPDVTFEPOXBUFSVTF JOUIFJSPQFSBUJPOT
OPU JO UIFJSTVQQMZDIBJO5IFXBUFS GPPUQSJOUEPFTUBLFBO JOUFHSBUFE
approach. Most companies will discover that their supply chain water 
GPPUQSJOUJTNVDIMBSHFSUIBOUIFJSPQFSBUJPOBMXBUFSGPPUQSJOU"TBSFTVMU
companies may conclude that it is more cost-effective to shift investments 
from efforts to reduce their operational water use to efforts to reduce 
UIFJSTVQQMZDIBJOXBUFSGPPUQSJOUBOEBTTPDJBUFESJTLT
r $PNQBOJFTIBWFUSBEJUJPOBMMZMPPLFEBUSFEVDUJPOPGXBUFSXJUIESBXBMT
The water footprint shows water use in terms of consumption rather 
UIBO JO UFSNTPGXJUIESBXBM3FUVSOáPXTDBOCFSFVTFE TP JUNBLFT
TFOTFUPTQFDJàDBMMZMPPLBUDPOTVNQUJWFXBUFSVTF




UPBEFUBJMFEXBUFS GPPUQSJOU TVTUBJOBCJMJUZBTTFTTNFOU UP JEFOUJGZ UIF
FOWJSPONFOUBMTPDJBMBOEFDPOPNJD JNQBDUTBOEUPàOEPVUBTTPDJBUFE
CVTJOFTTSJTLT





BDUVBMMZ SFTVMU JO SFEVDFEBTTJNJMBUJPODBQBDJUZPGBNCJFOU GSFTIXBUFS
CPEJFTBOEBUCVTJOFTTSJTLTBTTPDJBUFEUPUIBUJTBOPUIFS.FFUJOHFGáVFOU
standards (which are formulated in terms of concentrations) can easily 
CFEPOFCZUBLJOHJONPSFXBUFSJOPSEFSUPEJMVUFUIFFGáVFOUCFGPSF
EJTQPTBM%JMVUJOHFGáVFOUTNBZCFIFMQGVM JONFFUJOHFGáVFOUTUBOEBSET
CVU OPU JO SFEVDJOH UIF HSFZ XBUFS GPPUQSJOU CFDBVTF UIF MBUUFS JT
related to the total load of chemicals added to the environment, not the 
concentration of chemicals in the effluent. (This is nicely illustrated in the 
àSTUFYBNQMFJO"QQFOEJY*7
























EJêFSFOUCVTJOFTTVOJUT'PS JOTUBODFXIFO BNBOVGBDUVSJOH DPNQBOZIBT




























8IFOBCVTJOFTT JT MBSHFBOEIFUFSPHFOFPVT	EJêFSFOU MPDBUJPOTEJêFSFOU
QSPEVDUT










the part of Pu<Q>UIBUHPFTUPBOPUIFSCVTJOFTTVOJUXJUIJOUIFTBNFCVTJOFTT
P*1[A] P*2[B] 
P*3[C] 
Business unit 3 
Business 
Business unit 1 Business unit 2 
WFbus,oper,2 WFbus,oper,1 WFbus,oper,3 
Product flows 
Operational business water footprint 
Input products i I1[x,i] I2[x,i] I3[x,i] 
from origins x 
Output products p P1[A] – P*1[A] P2[B] – P*2[B] P3[C] – P*3[C] 
P1[A] P2[B] P3[C] 
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3.10.3 Calculation of the business water footprint
#FMPXXFXJMM TIPXIPXPOFDBODBMDVMBUFUIFXBUFS GPPUQSJOUPGB ACVTJOFTT











, , , , ,bus oper bus oper inputs bus oper overheadWF WF WF= +  <WPMVNFUJNF> 	

, , , , ,bus sup bus sup inputs bus sup overheadWF WF WF= +  <WPMVNFUJNF> 	

ɨFPQFSBUJPOBMXBUFS GPPUQSJOU JT FRVBM UP UIF DPOTVNQUJWFXBUFSVTF BOE
UIFXBUFSQPMMVUJPOUIBUDBOCFBTTPDJBUFEXJUIUIFPQFSBUJPOTPGUIFCVTJOFTT
'PMMPXJOHUIFHVJEFMJOFTQSPWJEFEJO4FDUJPOPOFDBOTJNQMZ MPPLBUUIF
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( ), [ , ] [ , ]bus sup prod
x i
WF WF x i I x i
⎛ ⎞











PG UIFQSPEVDUXBUFS GPPUQSJOU JTLOPXOGSPNUIFCVTJOFTTTPXOBDDPVOUJOH
TZTUFN 	TFF UIF FOE PG UIJT TFDUJPO
























E p P p
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UPTVCUSBDUUIFWJSUVBMXBUFSìPXTCFUXFFOUIFWBSJPVTCVTJOFTTVOJUTXJUIJOUIF
CVTJOFTT
( )*, [ ] [ , ] [ , ]bus tot bus prod
u u p









GPSNPGXBUFSVTF JOWPMWFE JO UIFVTF TUBHFPG UIFQSPEVDUɨJTDPNQPOFOUPG
XBUFSVTFIPXFWFSJTOPUQBSUPGUIFQSPEVDUXBUFSGPPUQSJOUɨFXBUFSVTFEVSJOH




2 This assumption implies that , , , , ,
, ,
cons nat ext cons nat int cons nat
e r e d e
WF WF WF
V V V
= =  and that 
, , ,
, , , ,
cons nat ext e r i
cons nat int e d area nat
WF V V
WF V WF
= = . 
 0OF TIPVMENBLF BO FYDFQUJPO GPSQSPEVDU DBUFHPSJFT GPSXIJDI SFFYQPSU JT B
TVCTUBOUJBMQBSUPG JNQPSUɨFOBUJPOBMSBUJPCFUXFFOWFcons,nat,ext and Vi is not a 
HPPEBTTVNQUJPOIFSF*OTUFBEPOFDPVMEBQQMZBTQFDJëDSBUJPPGWFcons,nat,ext to Vi 
valid to the product category considered.

Chapter 4
Water Footprint Sustainability Assessment
4.1 Introduction
















IBT EJGGFSFOU EJNFOTJPOT 	FOWJSPONFOUBM TPDJBM FDPOPNJD
 JNQBDUT DBO
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Box 4.1 History of water footprint sustainability assessment
%VSJOHUIFàSTUZFBSTPGUIFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUDPODFQU	m
UIFGPDVTXBT
on water footprint accounting. The water footprint is primarily an innovation 
SFHBSEJOHIPXUPNFBTVSF GSFTIXBUFSBQQSPQSJBUJPOCZIVNBOCFJOHT#FGPSF
water was not measured along supply chains and green and grey water were 
FYDMVEFE GSPNXBUFSVTF TUBUJTUJDT#FTJEFTNFBTVSFNFOUT GPDVTFEPOCMVF
water withdrawals, ignoring the fact that it is particularly consumptive use 
that determines the impact on the water system of a catchment. From the 





























assessment’ was made in the Water Footprint Manual4VCTFRVFOUMZJOUIFQFSJPE
%FDFNCFS m+VMZ  UIF8BUFS 'PPUQSJOU 4VTUBJOBCJMJUZ"TTFTTNFOU
8PSLJOH(SPVQPG UIF8BUFS 'PPUQSJOU/FUXPSL 	8'/
 SFáFDUFEPO UIF

































DSFBUFT UIFQSPCMFNTPGXBUFS TDBSDJUZBOEQPMMVUJPOBTXFFYQFSJFODF UIFN
ɨPTFQSPCMFNTFNFSHFBTUIFDVNVMBUJWFFêFDUPGBMMBDUJWJUJFTJOUIFHFPHSBQIJD
BSFBDPOTJEFSFEɨFUPUBMXBUFSGPPUQSJOUJOBOBSFBJTUIFTVNPGNBOZTNBMMFS
GPPUQSJOUT FBDIPOFPGXIJDIXJMMCF SFMBUFE UP B DFSUBJOQSPDFTTQSPEVDU
QSPEVDFS BOE DPOTVNFS8IFO UIFXBUFS GPPUQSJOU PG B QSPDFTT QSPEVDU








PG UIFXBUFS GPPUQSJOUPGBQSPDFTTXJUIPVULOPXJOHUIFTVTUBJOBCJMJUZPG UIF
UPUBMXBUFSGPPUQSJOUJOUIFDBUDINFOUXIFSFUIFQSPDFTTJTMPDBUFE0OFDBOOPU
BTTFTT UIFTVTUBJOBCJMJUZPGUIFXBUFS GPPUQSJOUPGBQSPEVDUXJUIPVULOPXJOH
UIF TVTUBJOBCJMJUZ PG UIFQSPDFTTFT JOWPMWFE"OEëOBMMZ POF DBOOPU BTTFTT
UIFTVTUBJOBCJMJUZPG UIFXBUFS GPPUQSJOUTPGQSPEVDFSTPSDPOTVNFSTXJUIPVU
LOPXJOHUIFTVTUBJOBCJMJUZPGUIFQSPEVDUTCFJOHQSPEVDFEPSDPOTVNFE
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4.2 Geographic sustainability: Sustainability of the 












" TVTUBJOBCJMJUZ DSJUFSJPO TQFMMT PVUXIFOBXBUFS GPPUQSJOU JO B























quantification of the 





periods of the year) 
Identification and 
quantification of the 
secondary impacts in 
the hotspots 





Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 
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Box 4.2 Sustainability criteria for water use and allocation within a catchment 
or river basin
The water footprint within a catchment needs to meet certain criteria in 
PSEFSUPCFTVTUBJOBCMF4VTUBJOBCJMJUZIBTBOFOWJSPONFOUBMEJNFOTJPOBT
well as a social and economic dimension.
r &OWJSPONFOUBMTVTUBJOBCJMJUZ8BUFSRVBMJUZ TIPVMESFNBJOXJUIJO
DFSUBJO MJNJUT"T BO JOEJDBUPSPGXIBU UIFTF MJNJUT BSFPOF DBOCFTU
DPOTJEFSABNCJFOUXBUFSRVBMJUZTUBOEBSETUIBUQFPQMFIBWFBHSFFEVQPO*O
addition, river and groundwater flows should remain within certain limits 
compared to natural run-off, in order to maintain river and groundwater-
dependent ecosystems and the livelihoods of the people that depend 





SFRVJSFNFOUT GPSNUIFCPVOEBSJFT GPSHSFFOXBUFSBQQSPQSJBUJPO GPS
human purposes.
















footprint that results from using water for a certain purpose should 





























AQSJNBSZBOE ATFDPOEBSZ JNQBDUT1SJNBSZ JNQBDUTBSFEFTDSJCFEJOUFSNTPG
DIBOHFEXBUFSìPXTBOERVBMJUZ	DPNQBSFEUPUIFOBUVSBMDPOEJUJPOTXJUIPVU
IVNBOEJTUVSCBODFT




GPS JOTUBODFQFSXBUFSRVBMJUZQBSBNFUFS BOEXIJDIQBSBNFUFST WJPMBUF UIF
BNCJFOUXBUFSRVBMJUZTUBOEBSET4FDPOEBSZ JNQBDUTBSFUIFFDPMPHJDBM TPDJBM
and economic goods or services that are impaired in a catchment area as a result 
PG UIFQSJNBSZ JNQBDUT4FDPOEBSZ JNQBDUTDBOCFNFBTVSFE GPS JOTUBODF JO
UFSNTPGMPTUTQFDJFTSFEVDFECJPEJWFSTJUZSFEVDFEGPPETFDVSJUZBêFDUFEIVNBO
IFBMUISFEVDFEJODPNFGSPNXBUFSEFQFOEFOUFDPOPNJDBDUJWJUJFTBOETPPO
4.2.2 Environmental sustainability criteria for identifying 
environmental hotspots 
ɨFXBUFS GPPUQSJOU JO B DBUDINFOU JT FOWJSPONFOUBMMZ VOTVTUBJOBCMF BOE
UIVTDSFBUFTBOFOWJSPONFOUBMIPUTQPUXIFOFOWJSPONFOUBMXBUFSOFFETBSF
WJPMBUFEPSXIFOQPMMVUJPOFYDFFETXBTUFBTTJNJMBUJPODBQBDJUZ*OPSEFSUPIBWF
BO JOEJDBUJPOPG UIFTFWFSJUZPGBIPUTQPUPOFDBODBMDVMBUF UIFHSFFOXBUFS
TDBSDJUZCMVFXBUFSTDBSDJUZBOEXBUFSQPMMVUJPOMFWFMBTXJMMCFEFëOFECFMPX




SFTVMUT JOBESPQ JOHSPVOEXBUFSPS MBLF MFWFMT UPBOFYUFOU UIBU UIFTFESPQT
exceed a certain environmental threshold. 




Environmental sustainability of the green water footprint
8IFUIFSB UPUBMHSFFOXBUFS GPPUQSJOU JOBDBUDINFOU JTBDUVBMMZ TJHOJëDBOU
PSOPUXJMMCFDPNFDMFBSXIFO JU JTQVU JO UIFDPOUFYUPGIPXNVDIHSFFO
XBUFS JTBWBJMBCMF"HSFFOXBUFS GPPUQSJOU JOB TQFDJëDDBUDINFOU GPSNTBO
FOWJSPONFOUBMIPUTQPUXIFO JU FYDFFET UIF BWBJMBCJMJUZPG HSFFOXBUFSɨF
AHSFFOXBUFSBWBJMBCJMJUZ	WAgreen
JOBDBUDINFOUx in a certain period tJTEFëOFE





[ , ] [ , ] [ , ] [ , ]green green env unprodWA x t ET x t ET x t ET x t= − −  <WPMVNFUJNF> 	

"MMWBSJBCMFTBSFFYQSFTTFEIFSF JO UFSNTPGWPMVNFUJNFɨFWBSJBCMFETenv 
JT UIF AFOWJSPONFOUBMHSFFOXBUFSSFRVJSFNFOUBOESFGFST UP UIFRVBOUJUZPG
HSFFOXBUFSVTFECZOBUVSBMWFHFUBUJPOJOBSFBTXJUIJOUIFDBUDINFOUUIBUBSF
UPCFSFTFSWFEGPSOBUVSFJOPSEFSUPQSFTFSWFCJPEJWFSTJUZBOETVQQPSUIVNBO

































The total evapotranspiration in the catchment that cannot be made productive 
JODSPQQSPEVDUJPO	ETunprod
JTUIVTNJMMJPON




















=  <o> 	






values beyond 100 per cent are not sustainable.
*UNVTUCFBENJUUFEIFSF UIBU UIF JTTVFPGBOBMZTJOHHSFFOXBUFS TDBSDJUZ




be made productive in crop production. These quantities severely limit green 
XBUFSBWBJMBCJMJUZBOEBSFUIFSFGPSFWJUBMUPUBLFJOUPDPOTJEFSBUJPOCVUXJUIPVU
DPOTFOTVT SFHBSEJOHIPXNVDI MBOE BOE BTTPDJBUFE FWBQPUSBOTQJSBUJPO BSF
UPCFSFTFSWFEGPSOBUVSFBOEBCPVUIPXUPQSFDJTFMZEFëOFXIFOBOEXIFSF
FWBQPUSBOTQJSBUJPODBOOPUCFNBEFQSPEVDUJWFJUJTJNQPTTJCMFUPQSPDFFEXJUI
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Box 4.3 Environmental green water requirement
"TJHOJàDBOUQBSUPGUIFFWBQPSBUJWFáPXGSPNMBOEOFFETUPCFSFTFSWFE
GPSOBUVSBMWFHFUBUJPO8IFOMBOEJTDPOTFSWFEGPSOBUVSFBVUPNBUJDBMMZUIF




HSFFOXBUFS JT MFGU GPSIVNBOVTFXFDBO MPPLBUIPXNVDIBOEXIJDI


















were nearly three times as high as those recommended in policy-driven 
BQQSPBDIFT3FTFSWJOHmQFSDFOUPG UIF UPUBM MBOE GPSCJPEJWFSTJUZ




SFHJPOTEFQFOEJOHPO UIFDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTPG UIFSFHJPO8IFOEBUB GPSB
TQFDJàDDBUDINFOUBSFMBDLJOHXFSFDPNNFOEUPSFDLPOXJUIBEFGBVMUWBMVF
PGBU MFBTUQFSDFOU.PSFSFBMJTUJD GSPNBOFDPMPHJDBMQPJOUPGWJFX JT
QSPCBCMZUPXPSLXJUIBEFGBVMUWBMVFPGQFSDFOU
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Box 4.4 The effect of the green water footprint on blue water availability





increased or reduced run-off respectively. This means that a green water 
footprint can affect blueXBUFSBWBJMBCJMJUZ *UIBTCFFOTVHHFTUFEUPTQFBL
BCPVUUIFAOFUHSFFOXBUFSGPPUQSJOUUPSFGFSUPUIFEJGGFSFODFCFUXFFOUIF




BO JOEJDBUPSPG GSFTIXBUFSBQQSPQSJBUJPOXIJDISFRVJSFT UIBUXF MPPLBU
UPUBMT8FSFDPNNFOETQFBLJOHBCPVUADIBOHFESVOPGGBTBSFTVMUPG UIF
HSFFOXBUFSGPPUQSJOUJOTUFBEPGAOFUHSFFOXBUFSGPPUQSJOU"HSJDVMUVSFJT













Environmental sustainability of the blue water footprint



























































Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Environmental flow requirement, met 
Environmental flow requirement, not met 
Blue water availability 
Run-off (under undeveloped conditions) 
Blue water availability 
Blue water footprint 
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Box 4.5 The sustainability of a blue water footprint depends on how it affects both 
blue-water flows and stocks
5IFCMVFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUJOBDBUDINFOUHJWFOBTBWPMVNFPWFSBDFSUBJO















river on the other side. For simplicity, we assume that precipitation on and 
FWBQPSBUJPO GSPNUIF MBLFBSFSFMBUJWFMZTNBMMDPNQBSFEUPUIFSJWFSáPX











river flowJTTVTUBJOBCMFCVUBMTPXIFUIFSUIFQFSDFOUdecrease in the lake 
water volume and corresponding lake level declineJTTVTUBJOBCMF5IFGPSNFS




5IFOFU HSPVOEXBUFS BCTUSBDUJPO GSPNBO BRVJGFS TIPVME SFNBJOCFMPX
UIFHSPVOEXBUFSBWBJMBCJMJUZ 	UIFSBUFPGHSPVOEXBUFSSFDIBSHFNJOVTUIF






FDPTZTUFNT UPBDIBOHJOHHSPVOEXBUFS MFWFM"XBSOJOHIBT UPCFNBEF
IFSFUIBUXIFONFBTVSJOHHSPVOEXBUFSBOE MBLF MFWFMEFDMJOFPOFTIPVME
CFDBSFGVMJOEJTUJOHVJTIJOHOBUVSBMBOEIVNBODBVTFT*OUSBBOEJOUFSBOOVBM





































WBSJBUJPOT JOHSPVOEXBUFSBOE MBLF MFWFMTBSFOBUVSBM SFMBUFE UPDMJNBUJD
WBSJBCJMJUZ#FGPSFBUUSJCVUJOHHSPVOEXBUFSPSMBLFMFWFMEFDMJOFUPUIFCMVF
water footprint in the catchment, one should verify that the drop is not due 
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Box 4.6 How the ‘blue water scarcity’ as defined in water footprint studies differs 
from conventional water scarcity indicators
8BUFSTDBSDJUZ JOEJDBUPST BSF BMXBZT CBTFE PO UXP CBTJD JOHSFEJFOUT B
NFBTVSFPGXBUFSVTFBOEBNFBTVSFPGXBUFSBWBJMBCJMJUZ5IFNPTUDPNNPO
JOEJDBUPSPGCMVFXBUFSTDBSDJUZJTUIFSBUJPPGUIFBOOVBMXBUFSXJUIESBXBM




















more sense to compare water use to natural run-off from the catchment, in 
other words, the run-off that would occur without consumptive water use 
within the catchment. Finally, it is not so accurate to consider water scarcity 
CZDPNQBSJOHannualWBMVFTPGXBUFSVTFBOEBWBJMBCJMJUZ	4BWFOJKF
*O












XJUIJO B DBUDINFOUXIJDINFBTVSFT UIFEFHSFF PG QPMMVUJPO
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DPOTVNFE8IFOUIFXBUFSQPMMVUJPOMFWFMFYDFFETQFSDFOUBNCJFOUXBUFS
RVBMJUZTUBOEBSETBSFWJPMBUFEɨFXBUFSQPMMVUJPOMFWFMJTUIVTDBMDVMBUFEGPSB










=  <o> 	

#PUI UIFHSFZXBUFS GPPUQSJOUBOE UIF SVOPêWBSZXJUIJO UIFZFBS TP UIBU
UIFXBUFSQPMMVUJPOMFWFMXJMMìVDUVBUFXJUIJOUIFZFBSBTXFMM*ONPTUDBTFT
calculation per month is probably good enough to represent the variation in 
UJNFJGOFDFTTBSZJUJTQPTTJCMFPGDPVSTFUPUBLFBTNBMMFSUJNFTUFQ0OFDBO











4.2.3 Social sustainability criteria for identifying social 
hotspots





TVQQMZ GPS ESJOLJOH XBTIJOH BOE DPPLJOH 	6/ C
 BOE B NJOJNVN
BMMPDBUJPOPGXBUFSUPGPPEQSPEVDUJPOUPTFDVSFBTVïDJFOUMFWFMPGGPPETVQQMZ

























4.2.4 Economic sustainability criteria for identifying 
economic hotspots













can be an indicator. 





CFDBVTF UIF MBSHFS UIF HSFFO PS CMVFXBUFS TDBSDJUZ PS UIF MBSHFS UIFXBUFS




















CFUXFFO FOWJSPONFOUBM TPDJBM BOE FDPOPNJD JNQBDUTɨFëSTURVFTUJPO JT






















BSFB JOBDFSUBJOQFSJPEPG UIFZFBS JOXIJDIUIFUPUBMXBUFS GPPUQSJOU JT
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VOTVTUBJOBCMFGSPNFJUIFSFOWJSPONFOUBMTPDJBMPSFDPOPNJDQPJOUPGWJFX
2. Characteristics of the process itself: UIF XBUFS GPPUQSJOU PG B QSPDFTT JT















UIFXBUFS GPPUQSJOUPGBQSPDFTTDPOUSJCVUFT UPBIPUTQPU JU JTVOTVTUBJOBCMF




ɨFHSFFOCMVFPS HSFZXBUFS GPPUQSJOUPG BQSPDFTT JTVOTVTUBJOBCMF JO
JUTFMGXIFOUIFGPPUQSJOUDBOCFBWPJEFEPSSFEVDFECFDBVTFCFUUFSUFDIOPMPHZ







CVU UIJT JTHFOFSBMMZBëOEJOHUIBU SFTVMUT GSPNB
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XBUFSGPPUQSJOUDBOOPUCFBWPJEFECVUCMVFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUTUIBUSFGFSUPXBUFS
evaporation in industrial processes can generally be avoided by recapturing the 
XBUFS"OVOTVTUBJOBCMFQSPDFTT JT GPS JOTUBODFDPPMJOHXJUIXBUFSXJUIPVU
DBQUVSJOHUIFFWBQPSBUFEXBUFSGPSSFVTF*OBHSJDVMUVSFCMVFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUT
BSFVOTVTUBJOBCMFXIFOJOFïDJFOUJSSJHBUJPOUFDIOJRVFTBSFVTFEUIBUSFTVMUJO














VOTVTUBJOBCMF JO JUTFMG TPUIBUGPSUIFUJNFCFJOHPOFXJMMIBWFUPEFQFOEPO
KVEHFNFOUCZFYQFSUTCBTFEPOBWBJMBCMFUFDIOJRVFT(MPCBMCFODINBSLTOFFEUP
CFEFWFMPQFETPUIBUPOFDBODPNQBSFUIFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUPGBTQFDJëDQSPDFTT
UPBHMPCBMCFODINBSL GPS UIBUQSPDFTTɨFCFODINBSLTIPVME JOEJDBUF UIF
ASFBTPOBCMFNBYJNVNXBUFSGPPUQSJOUQFSVOJUPGPVUQVUQSPEVDUEFSJWFEGSPN
BQSPDFTTFYQSFTTFETFQBSBUFMZGPSUIFHSFFOCMVFBOEHSFZXBUFSGPPUQSJOU
4.4 Sustainability of the water footprint of a product
4.4.1 Identifying the unsustainable components in the 




























a product can be unsustainable either because it contributes to a geographically 
VOTVTUBJOBCMF TJUVBUJPO 	B IPUTQPU
 PS CFDBVTF JU SFGFST UP B QSPDFTT UIBU JT
VOTVTUBJOBCMFJOJUTFMG
ɨFëOBMDPODMVTJPOBGUFSIBWJOHBTTFTTFE UIF TVTUBJOBCJMJUZPGBQSPEVDU
XBUFS GPPUQSJOUDBOCFTUBUFE JOUFSNT MJLF AYQFSDFOUPG UIFXBUFS GPPUQSJOU
PG UIFQSPEVDU JTVOTVTUBJOBCMF0OFDBOTIPXXIJDIBSF UIFVOTVTUBJOBCMF
DPNQPOFOUT JO UIF PWFSBMMXBUFS GPPUQSJOU BOE POF DBO FYQMBJOXIZ UIFTF
DPNQPOFOUTBSFVOTVTUBJOBCMFFJUIFSCFDBVTFUIFZDPODFSOBXBUFS GPPUQSJOU










SFMBUJWF TFWFSJUZPG UIFWBSJPVTIPUTQPUT UPXIJDIUIFEJêFSFOUVOTVTUBJOBCMF
XBUFSGPPUQSJOUDPNQPOFOUTDPOUSJCVUFPSPOUIFCBTJTPGXIJDIJNQSPWFNFOUT
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QSPEVDUT *O-$"TUVEJFTBMM JNQBDUTOFFEUPCFFYQSFTTFE JOTJOHMF JOEJDFT
XIJDISFRVJSFTBHHSFHBUJPOPGNPSFTQFDJëDJOGPSNBUJPO







)PXFWFSBQBSUGSPNUIFGBDUUIBUJUJTSFMFWBOUUPMPPLBUUIFvolume of freshwater 
appropriation JU JTBMTP JOUFSFTUJOHUP MPPLBU UIF local environmental impacts 
SFMBUFE UP UIF GSFTIXBUFS BQQSPQSJBUJPO5IJT MPDBM FOWJSPONFOUBM JNQBDU
EFQFOETPO UIFXBUFS TDBSDJUZ BOEXBUFSQPMMVUJPO MFWFM JO UIF DBUDINFOUT
JOXIJDIUIFXBUFS GPPUQSJOUPG UIFQSPEVDU JT MPDBUFE"TBNFBTVSFPG UIF
MPDBMFOWJSPONFOUBM JNQBDUTPGUIFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUPGBQSPEVDUPOFDBOVTF






























CF JOBXBUFSTDBSDFDBUDINFOUXIJMFUIF MBUUFSIBQQFOTUPCF JOBXBUFSSJDI
DBUDINFOU'PSUIFPWFSBMMQJDUVSFPGGSFTIXBUFSBQQSPQSJBUJPOJUEPFTOPUSFBMMZ
















ɨF AHSFFOXBUFS GPPUQSJOU JNQBDU JOEFY 	WFIIgreen
 JTBOBHHSFHBUFEBOE
XFJHIFENFBTVSFPG UIFFOWJSPONFOUBM JNQBDUPGBHSFFOXBUFS GPPUQSJOU *U
JTCBTFEPOUXPJOQVUT	J
UIFHSFFOXBUFSGPPUQSJOUPGBQSPEVDUTQFDJëFECZ






( )[ , ] [ , ]green green green
x t






UIFCMVFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUPGBQSPEVDUTQFDJëFECZDBUDINFOUx and by month 







( )[ , ] [ , ]blue blue blue
x t













( )[ , ] [ , ]grey grey
x t
WFII WF x t WPL x t= ×∑ ∑   	

ɨFUISFFXBUFS GPPUQSJOU JNQBDU JOEJDFTSFGFS UPEJêFSFOUTPSUTPGXBUFSVTF
XIJDIBSFOPUDPNQBSBCMF*OPSEFSUPIBWFBOPWFSBMMXBUFSGPPUQSJOUJNQBDU
JOEFYPOFDPVME TJNQMZBEE UIF UISFF JOEJDFT4JODFHSFFOXBUFS TDBSDJUZ JT
HFOFSBMMZMPXFSUIBOCMVFXBUFSTDBSDJUZUIFHSFFOXBUFSGPPUQSJOUTXJMMDPVOU
MFTTUIBOUIFCMVFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUT
















such highly aggregated impact indices.
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8BUFS GPPUQSJOU JNQBDU JOEJDFTBSFVTFGVMPOMZBTDSVEF JOEJDBUPSTPG UIF
FOWJSPONFOUBM JNQBDU BU DBUDINFOU MFWFM UIF BHHSFHBUFE JOEJDFTOP MPOHFS
DPOUBJOTQBUJBMPSUFNQPSBMJOGPSNBUJPO"TBCBTJTGPSGPSNVMBUJOHBQQSPQSJBUF
SFTQPOTFNFBTVSFT JU JTNPSFVTFGVM UP JEFOUJGZ AIPUTQPUTBTFYQMBJOFEFBSMJFS
UIBOUPDBMDVMBUFBHHSFHBUFEXBUFSGPPUQSJOU JNQBDU JOEJDFT*UTIPVMEBMTPCF





4.5 Sustainability of the water footprint of a business
ɨFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUPGBCVTJOFTTJTUIFTBNFBTUIFTVNPGUIFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUT
PG UIFëOBMQSPEVDUT UIBU UIFCVTJOFTTQSPEVDFT	TFF4FDUJPOTBOE





products can be immediately translated to a conclusion about the sustainability 
PGUIFXBUFS GPPUQSJOUPG UIFCVTJOFTT4VQQPTFUIBUBCVTJOFTTQSPEVDFTUXP
ëOBMQSPEVDUTBOEUIBU UISFFRVBSUFSTPG UIFCVTJOFTTXBUFS GPPUQSJOUSFMBUFT
UPUIFPOFQSPEVDUBOEPOFRVBSUFSUPUIFPUIFS*UXBTGPVOEUIBUPOFUIJSE
PGUIFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUPGUIFëSTUQSPEVDUJTOPUTVTUBJOBCMFBOEUIBUUIFXBUFS





VOTVTUBJOBCMFDPNQPOFOUT JOUIFCVTJOFTTXBUFS GPPUQSJOUBOEUP JEFOUJGZ JO
XIJDIDBUDINFOUTUIFTFQSPDFTTFTBSFMPDBUFE





 GPS BMMQSPEVDUTVTFE *O UIJTXBZPOFëOET UIF TVTUBJOBCJMJUZ GPS FBDI
DPNQPOFOUPGUIFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUPGBDPOTVNFS'PSBTTFTTJOHUIFTVTUBJOBCJMJUZ



























3FEVDUJPOPSBIPMEUPUIFBVHNFOUBUJPOPG UIJT UPQMBZFSXBUFS GPPUQSJOU JT
OFDFTTBSZJOPSEFSUPQSFTFSWFTVïDJFOUXBUFSUPCFBMMPDBUFEUPUIFFOWJSPONFOU
and basic human needs.
ɨFTVTUBJOBCJMJUZPG UIFXBUFS GPPUQSJOUPG B HSPVQPG DPOTVNFSTo GPS
FYBNQMFUIFDPOTVNFSTXJUIJOBOBUJPOoEFQFOETPOUIFTVTUBJOBCJMJUZPGUIF
XBUFSGPPUQSJOUTPGUIFJOEJWJEVBMDPOTVNFST0OFDBOIFSFCZMPPLBUXIFUIFS
















TIPVME JODMVEFDPOTJEFSBUJPOTPG TVTUBJOBCMFXBUFSVTF JOUPUIFJS JOWFTUNFOU
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OFJUIFSFWBQPSBUJPOMPTTFTOPSQPMMVUFEFðVFOUT*OGBDUPSJFTPSDPPMJOHTZTUFNT
FWBQPSBUFEXBUFSDBOCFDBQUVSFEBOESFDZDMFEPSSFUVSOFEUPUIFXBUFSCPEZ
XIFSF JUXBT UBLFO GSPNɨFSFBSF B GFXFYDFQUJPOTXIFSF UIFCMVFXBUFS
GPPUQSJOUPG BQSPDFTT DBOOPU DPNQMFUFMZCF SFEVDFE UP [FSPNPTUOPUBCMZ







































UIBUSFTVMUT JOB MPXFSPSFWFO[FSPXBUFS GPPUQSJOUPSPOFDBOBWPJEUIFVTF
PG B TQFDJëD JOHSFEJFOU PS ëOBM QSPEVDU BMUPHFUIFS &YBNQMFT PG JNQSPWFE
QSPEVDUJPO UFDIOPMPHZ BSF SFQMBDF TQSJOLMFS JSSJHBUJPO CZ ESJQ JSSJHBUJPO















XIFSFQSPCMFNTPGXBUFS TDBSDJUZ BOEQPMMVUJPO FYJTUɨF JEFB JT UIBU JU JT
VOOFDFTTBSZ UP SFEVDF UIFCMVFXBUFS GPPUQSJOU JOBOBSFBXIFSFCMVFXBUFS
JTBCVOEBOUMZBWBJMBCMFBOEOFFEMFTT UPSFEVDFUIFHSFZXBUFS GPPUQSJOUXIFO





DFSUBJOQFSJPEEPFTOPU MFBE UP TJHOJëDBOUXBUFSEFQMFUJPOPSQPMMVUJPO UIF










and irrigated agriculture. Increase 















losses through evaporation 
mGVMMSFDZDMJOHmPOMZCMVF
water footprint related to the 






application. Grey water footprint can 
HPUP[FSPUISPVHIPSHBOJDGBSNJOH
;FSPHSFZXBUFSGPPUQSJOU
no pollution – full recycling, 
recapturing heat from heated 
effluents and treatment of 
remaining return flows.
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XBUFS GPPUQSJOUNVTUCFTVTUBJOBCMFɨJTTPSUPG UIJOLJOHIPXFWFS JTCBTFE
POUIFNJTDPODFQUJPOUIBUUIFTVTUBJOBCJMJUZPGXBUFSVTFEFQFOETPOUIFMPDBM
HFPHSBQIJDDPOUFYUPOMZ"TFYQMBJOFE JO4FDUJPO UIFXBUFS GPPUQSJOUPG
BTQFDJëDQSPDFTT JTVOTVTUBJOBCMFBOEUIFSFGPSFOFFETUPCFSFEVDFEXIFO	J



























PO UIF CMVFXBUFS SFTPVSDFT JO UIPTFXBUFSTDBSDF BSFBT 4P GSPN B HMPCBM
QFSTQFDUJWFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUTQFSUPOPGQSPEVDUOFFEUPCFSFEVDFEFWFSZXIFSF
XIFOQPTTJCMFBMTPJOXBUFSBCVOEBOUBSFBT






NPSFXBUFSJOUFOTJWFHPPETXJUI UIF TBNFWPMVNFPGXBUFS UIFQSPEVDUJPO
PGXBUFSJOUFOTJWFHPPETJOXBUFSQPPSBSFBTDBOCFMFTTFOFETPUIBUUIFUPUBM
XBUFS GPPUQSJOU JOUIPTFXBUFSQPPSBSFBTDBOCFSFEVDFEɨJT JTBO JOEJSFDU
CVUJNQPSUBOUXBZPGTPMWJOHUIFQSFTTVSFPOUIFXBUFSSFTPVSDFTJOXBUFSQPPS
BSFBT'SPNB MPDBMBOENPSF JNNFEJBUFQPJOUPGWJFX JUNBUUFSTPGDPVSTF
XIFUIFSPOFSFEVDFTUIFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUCZNJOBXBUFSTDBSDFPSXBUFSSJDI
DBUDINFOU3FEVDJOHUIFXBUFS GPPUQSJOU JOBXBUFSTDBSDFBSFB JNNFEJBUFMZ
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DPOUSJCVUFTUPMFTTFOJOHUIFQSFTTVSFQSPWJEFEUIBUUIFSFEVDFEXBUFSGPPUQSJOU
QFSVOJUPGQSPEVDUJPO JTOPUOVMMJëFECZ JODSFBTFEQSPEVDUJPOBU UIF TBNF
UJNF4PBMUIPVHIBMMXBUFSGPPUQSJOUSFEVDUJPOTDPOUSJCVUFUPTPMWJOHUIFHMPCBM






















ɨFXBUFS GPPUQSJOUPGBDPOTVNFS JT TVTUBJOBCMFXIFO	J
 UIF UPUBM SFNBJOT





Table 5.2 Priorities in water footprint reduction
  Non-hotspots Hotspots*
Little reduction potential  +
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Box 5.1 Water neutrality
‘8BUFSOFVUSBM’ is an idea similar to ‘DBSCPOOFVUSBM’)PXFWFSKVTUBTJOUIFDBTF
PGDBSCPOOFVUSBMJUZUIFUFSNXBUFSOFVUSBMJUZJTBSHVBCMF5IFQSPCMFNBMSFBEZ
MJFTJOJUTEFàOJUJPO8IFOVTFEGPSUIFàSTUUJNFBUUIF+PIBOOFTCVSH




to offset their water consumption during the ten-day summit, with the 
PGGTFU JOWFTUNFOUCFJOHFBSNBSLFE GPSUIF JOTUBMMBUJPOPGQVNQTUPXBUFS
OFFEZDPNNVOJUJFT JO4PVUI"GSJDBBOE GPSXBUFSDPOTFSWBUJPO JOJUJBUJWFT
	8BUFS/FVUSBM
*OUIF$PDB$PMB$PNQBOZNBEFBQMFEHFUP
CFDPNFXBUFSOFVUSBM JO JUTPQFSBUJPOTXIFSF ‘water neutral’ refers to (i) 














some form of ‘offsetting’#FTJEFTBMMUISFFDBTFTDPOTJEFSEJSFDUXBUFSVTF
POMZOPUJOEJSFDUGPSNTPGXBUFSVTF)PXFWFSUIFUISFFBQQMJDBUJPOTPGUIF
water neutral concept put different weights to ‘reducing water use’ versus 
PGGTFUUJOH5IF+PIBOOFTCVSHBOE5IBNFT(BUFXBZDBTFTBSFFTTFOUJBMMZBCPVU











indirect water use as well. In some particular cases, when interference with 




EFàOJUJPO ‘water neutral’ does not always mean that water consumption is 
CSPVHIUEPXOUP[FSPCVUUIBUUIFXBUFSGPPUQSJOU JTSFEVDFEBTNVDIBT
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which the impacts of the remaining water footprint are located. In the latest 
EFàOJUJPOPG UIFXBUFSOFVUSBMDPODFQUBOVNCFSPG JNQPSUBOURVFTUJPOT
SFNBJO5IFTFBSF GPSFYBNQMF)PXNVDISFEVDUJPOPGBXBUFS GPPUQSJOU
DBO SFBTPOBCMZCFFYQFDUFE 8IBU JT BO BQQSPQSJBUFXBUFSPGGTFU QSJDF 
8IBUUZQFPGFGGPSUTDPVOUBTBOPGGTFU "TMPOHBTUIFTFTPSUTPGRVFTUJPOT
IBWFOPUCFFOBOTXFSFEZFUUIFSJTLPGUIFXBUFSOFVUSBMJUZDPODFQUJTUIBU
JUTDPOUFOUEFQFOETPOUIFVTFS"TBSFTVMU TPNFNBZVTF JU UPSFGFSUP
SFBMHPPENFBTVSFTUBLFOJOCPUIPQFSBUJPOTBOETVQQMZDIBJOXIJMFPUIFST
NBZVTFJUPOMZBTBOBUUSBDUJWFUFSNJOBOBEWFSUJTFNFOU5IFSJTLXJUIUIF












of compensation measures and which level of compensation are good enough 













where the water footprint is located. This drives the attention to a company’s 
PXOXBUFSGPPUQSJOUBHBJOBOEEPFTOPUBMMPXUPUIJOLJOUFSNTPGHFOFSBM
DPNQFOTBUJPOTDIFNFTXIFSFPOFDBOTJNQMZACVZBOPGGTFU
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$POTVNFST DBO SFEVDF UIFJSEJSFDUXBUFS GPPUQSJOU 	IPNFXBUFSVTF
CZ











MJLF UIFJSDPêFFBOEDPUUPO"TFDPOEPQUJPO JT UPTFMFDU UIFDPUUPOCFFGPS
DPêFFUIBUIBTBSFMBUJWFMZMPXXBUFSGPPUQSJOUPSUIBUIBTJUTGPPUQSJOUJOBOBSFB
UIBUEPFTOPUIBWFIJHIXBUFSTDBSDJUZɨJTSFRVJSFTIPXFWFSUIBUDPOTVNFST





















UIFJS TVQQMZ DIBJOXBUFS GPPUQSJOUCZNBLJOH TVQQMZ BHSFFNFOUT JODMVEJOH
DFSUBJOTUBOEBSETXJUIUIFJSTVQQMJFSTPSCZTJNQMZDIBOHJOHUPBOPUIFSTVQQMJFS
*ONBOZDBTFTUIJTNBZCFRVJUFBUBTLCFDBVTFUIFXIPMFCVTJOFTTNPEFMNBZ
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OFFEUPCFUSBOTGPSNFEJOPSEFSUPJODPSQPSBUFPSCFUUFSDPOUSPMTVQQMZDIBJOT
BOEUPNBLFTVQQMZDIBJOTGVMMZUSBOTQBSFOUUPDPOTVNFST
"DPNQBOZDBOBMTPBJNUPSFEVDF UIFDPOTVNFSXBUFS GPPUQSJOU UIBU JT
JOIFSFOUUPUIFVTFPG UIFJSQSPEVDU8IFODPOTVNFSTVTFBTPBQTIBNQPP
DMFBOJOHDIFNJDBMPSQBJOUJUJTMJLFMZUIBUUIFZXJMMìVTIJUUISPVHIUIFESBJO
8IFOUIFXBUFS JTOPUUSFBUFEPSXIFOUIFDIFNJDBM JT TVDIUIBU JU JTOPUPS
POMZQBSUMZSFNPWFEUIJTXJMMHJWFBHSFZXBUFSGPPUQSJOUUIBUDPVMEIBWFCFFO
BWPJEFEXIFOUIFDPNQBOZIBEVTFETVCTUBODFTUIBUBSFMFTTUPYJDMFTTIBSNGVM
and more easily degradable. 




BCPVU BDUJWJUJFTVOEFSUBLFO UP SFEVDF UIF DPSQPSBUFXBUFS GPPUQSJOU DBOCF
FOIBODFECZTFUUJOHRVBOUJUBUJWFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUSFEVDUJPOUBSHFUT JOUJNF"
















CMVFXBUFS GPPUQSJOU JODSPQQSPEVDUJPOBTBXIPMF *O JSSJHBUFEBHSJDVMUVSF
changing irrigation technique and application philosophy can greatly reduce 
UIFCMVFXBUFS GPPUQSJOU6TJOHESJQ JSSJHBUJPO JOTUFBEPGTQSJOLMFSPS GVSSPX
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access to clean water supply and sanitation.
r &DPOPNJDDPNQFOTBUJPO$PNQFOTBUFEPXOTUSFBNVTFSTUIBUBSFBGGFDUFECZJOUFOTJWF
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Table 5.4 Options for crop farmers to reduce their water footprint


















r Reduce evaporation losses from water storage in reservoirs and from the water 
EJTUSJCVUJPOTZTUFN






























DPOUSPMDPOTUJUVUFTB SJTL GPSDPNQBOJFT UIBU UIFZDBOCFUUFSBOUJDJQBUF UIBO
JHOPSF&BDIPG UIFUISFFBCPWFNFOUJPOFESJTLTNBZUSBOTMBUF UPBëOBODJBM
SJTL JOUFSNTPG JODSFBTFEDPTUTBOEPSSFEVDFESFWFOVFT)FODF JOWFTUPSTBSF









GSPN B QSPBDUJWF TUSBUFHZ BEESFTTJOH UIF JTTVFT PG GSFTIXBUFS TDBSDJUZ BOE
QPMMVUJPOTIPVMECFTFFOBTQBSUPGUIFDPSQPSBUFTPDJBMSFTQPOTJCJMJUZ$VSSFOUMZ
environmental concerns in companies are mostly related to energy issues. 
&YQBOEJOH UIFBUUFOUJPOUPXBSET UIFëFMEPG GSFTIXBUFS JTBNBUUFSPG MPHJD















BTXFMM"OBUJPOBMQPMJDZ UP JNQMFNFOUQSPQFSXBUFSQSJDJOH TUSVDUVSFT JO
BHSJDVMUVSFGPSFYBNQMFJTWVMOFSBCMFUPGBJMVSFJGoJOBOJOUFSOBUJPOBMDPOUFYU
oJUJTOPUBHSFFEUIBUPUIFSDPVOUSJFTXJMMEFWFMPQTJNJMBSQPMJDJFTCFDBVTFPGUIF
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helping to raise ‘water awareness’ among consumers, farmers and company leaders. 
r 4FUUBSHFUTXJUISFTQFDUUPUIFSFEVDUJPOPGXBTUBHFJOUIFFOUJSFGPPEDIBJO	GSPNàFME
to household losses) and formulate appropriate measures. This loss of food is equivalent 
to a loss in water.
National agricultural policy
r *ODMVEFUIFHPBMPGTVTUBJOBCMFVTFPGBWBJMBCMFEPNFTUJDXBUFSSFTPVSDFTJOGPSNVMBUJOH









timing, volumes and techniques of irrigation and on application of chemicals), water use 
MJDFODFTRVPUBGVMMDPTUXBUFSQSJDJOHUSBEBCMFXBUFSVTFQFSNJUTTVCTJEJFTGPSTQFDJàD
irrigation techniques, compulsory water metering, awareness-raising.




















footprint) if considered necessary from a national security perspective.
r 1SPNPUFQSPEVDUUSBOTQBSFODZPGUSBEFEQSPEVDUTTPUIBUUIFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUPG
QSPEVDUTDBOCFUSBDFECBDL





















intensive commodities are truly international. 
5SBEJUJPOBMMZDPVOUSJFT GPSNVMBUFOBUJPOBMXBUFSQMBOTCZ MPPLJOHIPXUP
TBUJTGZXBUFSVTFST&WFOUIPVHIDPVOUSJFTOPXBEBZTDPOTJEFSPQUJPOTUPSFEVDF
Table 5.5 Options for governments to reduce water footprints and mitigate related 
impacts (continued)
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XBUFSEFNBOEJOBEEJUJPOUPPQUJPOTUPJODSFBTFTVQQMZUIFZHFOFSBMMZEPOPU
JODMVEFUIFHMPCBMEJNFOTJPOPGXBUFSNBOBHFNFOU*OUIJTXBZUIFZEPOPU
FYQMJDJUMZ DPOTJEFSPQUJPOT UP TBWFXBUFS UISPVHI JNQPSUPGXBUFSJOUFOTJWF




















BSF SBJTFXBUFS BXBSFOFTT BNPOHCPUI DPOTVNFST BOEQSPEVDFST QSPNPUF
XBUFSTBWJOHUFDIOPMPHZBDSPTTBMMTFDUPSTPGFDPOPNZSFTUSVDUVSFXBUFSQSJDJOH
NFDIBOJTNT TVDI UIBU GVMM DPTUTPGXBUFSJOQVUTCFDPNFQBSUPG UIFDPTUPG
ëOBMDPNNPEJUJFTQSPNPUFQSPEVDUUSBOTQBSFODZUISPVHIPVUTVQQMZDIBJOT
BOESFTUSVDUVSFFDPOPNJFTCBTFEPOVOTVTUBJOBCMFXBUFS TVQQMJFTɨFTFBSF
BMM DIBMMFOHFT UIBU SFRVJSF JOUFSTFDUPS BOE JONBOZDBTFT BMTP JOUFSOBUJPOBM
DPPQFSBUJPO1PMJUJDBMNBOEBUFTBSFGSBHNFOUFEPWFSEJêFSFOUQPMJDZëFMETBOE
MFWFMTTPUIFUSVFBTTJHONFOUJTUPëOEPVUXIJDINFBTVSFTOFFEUPCFUBLFO










individual processes and products put a claim on this limited resource. Water 
GPPUQSJOUBTTFTTNFOUJTBVTFGVMUPPMUPRVBOUJGZBOEMPDBUFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUTUP
FWBMVBUFXIFUIFS GPPUQSJOUTBSFTVTUBJOBCMFBOEUP JEFOUJGZPQUJPOTUPSFEVDF
XBUFS GPPUQSJOUTXIFSFOFDFTTBSZ)BWJOHTBJEUIBU UIFXBUFS GPPUQSJOU JTOP
NPSFUIBOPOFSFMFWBOU JOEJDBUPS JOUIFWFSZCSPBEUIFNFPGTVTUBJOBCMF GBJS
BOEFïDJFOUBMMPDBUJPOBOEVTFPGOBUVSBMSFTPVSDFT0CWJPVTMZJUOFFETUPCF
DPNQMFNFOUFEXJUIBXJEFBSSBZPGPUIFSSFMFWBOUJOEJDBUPSTCFGPSFJOUFHSBUFE


















































t 8BUFS GPPUQSJOUBTTFTTNFOUBEESFTTFT UIF JTTVFTPG GSFTIXBUFSTDBSDJUZBOE
QPMMVUJPO*UEPFTOPUBEESFTTUIFJTTVFPGìPPEJOH*UBMTPEPFTOPUBEESFTT
UIF JTTVFPGQFPQMF MBDLJOHBDDFTT UPQSPQFSDMFBOXBUFSTVQQMZ TJODFUIJT





t 5IF XBUFS GPPUQSJOU JT BO JOEJDBUPS PG GSFTIXBUFS VTF UIBU DPOTJEFST










t $PNQBOJFT TIPXBO JODSFBTJOH JOUFSFTU JO UIFJS AXBUFS SJTL 	-FWJOTPOFU
BM1FHSBNFUBM.PSSJTPOFUBM#BSUPO

"TTFTTJOH UIFXBUFS GPPUQSJOUPGBDPNQBOZIFMQT UPVOEFSTUBOEQBSUPG






t (PWFSONFOUTIBWFBCSPBE SFTQPOTJCJMJUZ JOHPWFSOJOHQVCMJD SFTPVSDFT
%VSJOH UIF QBTU GFX EFDBEFT JU IBT CFFO JODSFBTJOHMZ SFDPHOJ[FE UIBU
JOUFHSBUFEBQQSPBDIFTBSF JNQPSUBOU JOXIJDIDPOTJTUFODZBOEDPIFSFODF









RVFTUJPOT TVDIBT AXIBUEPFTBHPPE JOUFHSBUFEQMBO MPPL MJLF CVUBMTP
PSHBOJ[BUJPOBMRVFTUJPOTTVDIBTAIPXEPXFEFWFMPQBOEJNQMFNFOUTVDIB
QMBO BOEJOTUJUVUJPOBMRVFTUJPOTTVDIBTAIPXEPXFDSFBUFQSPQFSFOBCMJOH
DPOEJUJPOT ɨFUPPMPG AXBUFS GPPUQSJOUBTTFTTNFOU JTPCWJPVTMZOPU UP
SFQMBDF*83.PS*3#.CVU JU TIPVMECFSFHBSEFEBTBOBOBMZUJDBM UPPM
UIBUDBOIFMQUPCSPBEFOUIFLOPXMFEHFCBTFGPS*83.BOE*3#.8BUFS
GPPUQSJOUBTTFTTNFOUCSPBEFOTUIFUSBEJUJPOBMTDPQFJOXBUFSTDBSDJUZBOBMZTJT














































"QSBDUJDBM JTTVF JOXBUFS GPPUQSJOUBDDPVOUJOHJT UIFUSVODBUJPOQSPCMFN
XIJDIXBTBMSFBEZEJTDVTTFEJO4FDUJPOɨFRVFTUJPOIFSFJTXIBUTIPVMECF
JODMVEFEBOEXIBUDBOCFFYDMVEFEGSPNUIFBOBMZTJT#ZBQQMZJOHBWFSZCSPBE









"O JTTVF UIBUIBTOPU ZFU SFDFJWFE TVïDJFOU BUUFOUJPO JT IPX UPIBOEMF
WBSJBCJMJUZBOEDIBOHFJOUJNF/PUBMMCVUNBOZTPSUTPGXBUFSVTFWBSZPWFS
UIFZFBST UIJOL GPS JOTUBODFBCPVU UIFVTFPG JSSJHBUJPOXBUFS JOBHSJDVMUVSF
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GPPUQSJOU SFOFXBCMFHSPVOEXBUFS GPPUQSJOUBOEGPTTJMHSPVOEXBUFS GPPUQSJOU
BDDPVOUT 	TFF4FDUJPO

















UIF CMVFXBUFS GPPUQSJOU SFGFST UP ADPOTVNQUJWFXBUFS VTFXIJDI SFGFST UP
FWBQPUSBOTQJSBUJPO JODPSQPSBUJPO JOUPBQSPEVDUPS UPXBUFS UIBUEPFTOPU
SFUVSOUPUIFTBNFDBUDINFOUBSFBGSPNXIJDIJUXBTXJUIESBXO*UPCWJPVTMZ


















.PSF SFTFBSDI JT OFFEFE PO UIF RVBOUJGJDBUJPO PG DBUDINFOUTQFDJGJD
AFOWJSPONFOUBMìPX SFRVJSFNFOUT 	"QQFOEJY7








ɨFDIBQUFSPOXBUFS GPPUQSJOU TVTUBJOBCJMJUZBTTFTTNFOUIBT TIPXOUIBU
UIFEFëOJUJPOPG TVTUBJOBCJMJUZDSJUFSJBEFTFSWFTNPSFBUUFOUJPOQBSUJDVMBSMZ
UIF DSJUFSJB GPS TPDJBM BOE FDPOPNJD TVTUBJOBCJMJUZ 	4FDUJPOT o

'VSUIFSNPSFJUIBTCFFOTIPXOUIBUUIFJOWFTUJHBUJPOPGQSJNBSZBOETFDPOEBSZ
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Table 7.1 An overview of water footprint studies
(MPCBMBOETVQSB
national water 






















































































































7.3 Embedding the water footprint in existing water 




VTF BTXFMM *O UIF DBTFPGCVTJOFTT BDDPVOUT UIF USBEJUJPOBM BQQSPBDIQBZT
OPBUUFOUJPOUPXBUFSDPOTVNQUJPOBOEQPMMVUJPOJOUIFTVQQMZDIBJO*OUIF
DBTFPGOBUJPOBMBDDPVOUT UIFDPOWFOUJPOBMBQQSPBDIPWFSMPPLTWJSUVBMXBUFS
JNQPSUTBOEFYQPSUTBOEUIFGBDU UIBUQBSUPG UIFXBUFS GPPUQSJOUPGOBUJPOBM
DPOTVNQUJPO MJFTPVUTJEF UIFDPVOUSZ *UXJMMCFOFDFTTBSZ UPHSBEVBMMZ TUBSU

















corporate environmental and sustainability reporting.
7.4 Linking to ecological, energy and carbon  
footprint methods
ɨFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUJTQBSUPGBGBNJMZPGGPPUQSJOUDPODFQUTɨFPMEFTUGPPUQSJOU










FWFOUPSQSPEVDUBOEJTFYQSFTTFEJOUFSNTPG$02 equivalents. Although the 








product and are expressed in Joules. 























7.5 Linking to material flow analysis, input-output 





















DBSCPO GPPUQSJOUBOEFNCPEJFEFOFSHZBOBMZTFT UBLF UIFQFSTQFDUJWFPGPOF
QBSUJDVMBS SFTPVSDFPS JNQBDU"MUIPVHI JU TFFNT MPHJDBM UIBU AGPPUQSJOUTBSF
QSFDJTFMZUIFJOEJDBUPSTUZQJDBMMZVTFEJO.'"-$"BOEJOQVUPVUQVUTUVEJFT
UIFNFUIPETBQQMJFEJOGPPUQSJOUTUVEJFTBOEUIFNFUIPETBQQMJFEJO.'"-$"










"MTPXJUIJO UIF-$"DPNNVOJUZ UIFSF JTBO JODSFBTJOH JOUFSFTU JOXBUFS
	,PFIMFS.JMËJ$BOBMTFUBM
-$"TUVEJFTBJNUPBTTFTTUIFPWFSBMM
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FOWJSPONFOUBM JNQBDUPGQSPEVDUTɨFVTFPG GSFTIXBUFSIBTVOUJM SFDFOUMZ
SFDFJWFE JOTVïDJFOUBUUFOUJPO JO-$"TUVEJFTɨFSFBSF UXPTFQBSBUF JTTVFT
'JSTU GSFTIXBUFS SFTPVSDFT JO UIFXPSMEBSF MJNJUFE TPNFBTVSJOH GSFTIXBUFS
BQQSPQSJBUJPOCZ MPPLJOH BUXBUFS DPOTVNQUJPO BOEQPMMVUJPO JO UFSNT PG
WPMVNFTTIPVMEUIFSFGPSFCFBLFZFMFNFOUJOBO-$"TUVEZɨFHSFFOCMVFBOE
HSFZXBUFSGPPUQSJOUTPGBQSPEVDUBSFHPPEJOEJDBUPSTGPSUIJTUPUBMGSFTIXBUFS
BQQSPQSJBUJPO4FDPOEPOFDBOMPPLBUUIFlocal environmental impacts related to 
UIFGSFTIXBUFSBQQSPQSJBUJPO'PSUIJTMBUUFSQVSQPTFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUBDDPVOUJOH
BOETVTUBJOBCJMJUZBTTFTTNFOUDBOTFSWF-$"TUVEJFTBTTVNNBSJ[FEJO5BCMF
"QSPEVDUXBUFS GPPUQSJOUBDDPVOUDPOUSJCVUFTUPUIF MJGFDZDMF JOWFOUPSZGPS
UIFQSPEVDUUIFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUTVTUBJOBCJMJUZBTTFTTNFOUDPOUSJCVUFTUPUIFMJGF





































of a green, 
CMVFBOEHSFZ
product water 













































IFMQ UPFTUJNBUFFOWJSPONFOUBM TPDJBM BOEFDPOPNJD JNQBDUT BU DBUDINFOU
MFWFM&OWJSPONFOUBM JNQBDUBTTFTTNFOUTIPVMEJODMVEFBDPNQBSJTPOPGFBDI
XBUFS GPPUQSJOUDPNQPOFOU UPBWBJMBCMFXBUFSBU SFMFWBOU MPDBUJPOTBOEUJNF
	BDDPVOUJOHGPSFOWJSPONFOUBMXBUFSSFRVJSFNFOUT
ɨFQSPQPTBM UPVTF UIF


























PG PSHBOJ[BUJPOT BSPVOE UIF XPSME UIBU UIVT GBS IBWF CFFO XPSLJOH XJUI









EFWFMPQNFOU ëSNMZ FTUBCMJTIFE BOEXJEFMZ BEPQUFE CPUI JO UIF TDJFOUJëD
DPNNVOJUZBOEJOQSBDUJDFɨFJODSFBTFEVTFPGUIFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUJOQSBDUJDBM
DPOUFYUT JO UIFQBTU GFXZFBSTIBT DPOUSJCVUFE UPNBUVSJOHPG UIF DPODFQU
/FWFSUIFMFTTWBSJPVTDIBMMFOHFTSFNBJOJODMVEJOHUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGQSBDUJDBM










UIF BOBMZTJT%FWFMPQJOH TVDI B UPPM UPHFUIFSXJUIVOEFSMZJOHEBUBCBTFT JT
UIFSFGPSFQBSUPGUIFXPSLQSPHSBNNFPGUIF8BUFS'PPUQSJOU/FUXPSL	8'/






GPPUQSJOUBTTFTTNFOUIBWFHPU MFTTBUUFOUJPOTP GBSCPUI JOTDJFOUJëD TUVEJFT
BOEJOQSBDUJDBMJNQMFNFOUBUJPOɨFDIBQUFSPOXBUFSGPPUQSJOUTVTUBJOBCJMJUZ
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BTTFTTNFOU JT MJNJUFE UP B EFTDSJQUJPO PG UIF QSPDFEVSF PG TVTUBJOBCJMJUZ
BTTFTTNFOUBOEBEJTDVTTJPOPGUIFNBKPSTVTUBJOBCJMJUZDSJUFSJBUPCFDPOTJEFSFE
ɨFDIBQUFSPOSFTQPOTFPQUJPOTJTNBJOMZBOJOWFOUPSZPGSFTQPOTFTUIBUDPVME














TPDJFUZCVTJOFTTBDBEFNJBBOEUIF6/4JODFUIFO UIF JOUFSFTU JOBQQMZJOH
UIFXBUFS GPPUQSJOU JOHPWFSONFOUBMQPMJDZBOEDPSQPSBUF TUSBUFHZIBTCFFO





0DUPCFSQSFDJTFMZ UXPZFBSTBGUFS UIFFTUBCMJTINFOUPG UIF8'/UIF
OFUXPSLIBEQBSUOFST"NBKPSDIBMMFOHFJTUPNBJOUBJOBTIBSFEMBOHVBHF




































ɨF SFGFSFODF DSPQ FWBQPUSBOTQJSBUJPOETo is the evapotranspiration rate 
GSPNBSFGFSFODFTVSGBDFOPUTIPSUPGXBUFSɨFSFGFSFODFDSPQJTBIZQPUIFUJDBM
TVSGBDFXJUIFYUFOTJWFHSFFOHSBTTDPWFSXJUITQFDJëDTUBOEBSEDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTBOE



























KeEJSFDUMZBGUFSJSSJHBUJPOɨJTXJMMUSBOTMBUFJOUPBIJHIFSWBMVFGPSKc and thus 
GPSETcɨF$3018"5NPEFMIPXFWFSEPFTOPUBMMPXUIFTQFDJëDBUJPOPGKcb 









































ETgreen = min (ETc , Peff ) <MFOHUIUJNF> 	


















input data on soil type. The calculated evapotranspiration is called ETa UIF
BEKVTUFEDSPQFWBQPUSBOTQJSBUJPOXIJDINBZCFTNBMMFSUIBOETcEVFUPOPO










Rain-fed conditions can be simulated by the model by choosing to apply no 
JSSJHBUJPO*OUIFSBJOGFETDFOBSJPUIFHSFFOXBUFSFWBQPUSBOTQJSBUJPO	ETgreen

is equal to the total evapotranspiration as simulated by the model and the blue 
XBUFSFWBQPUSBOTQJSBUJPO	ETblue
JT[FSP






















"MUFSOBUJWFMZ POF DBO SVO UXP TDFOBSJPT XJUI BOE XJUIPVU JSSJHBUJPO
*OCPUI TDFOBSJPTPOF TIPVME UBLF UIF DSPQ DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT 	TVDI BT SPPUJOH
EFQUI
BTUIFZBSFVOEFSDPOEJUJPOTPGJSSJHBUJPOCFDBVTFUIFTFDIBSBDUFSJTUJDT
NBZEJêFSDPOTJEFSBCMZ GPS JSSJHBUFEBOESBJOGFE GBSNJOHɨFHSFFOXBUFS
evapotranspiration under irrigation conditions can be estimated by assuming 
























































harvested area in Spain (unit: proportion of grid cell area)
4PVSDFPGTVHBSCFFUBSFB.POGSFEBFUBM	

Table  II.1 Planting and harvesting dates and yield for sugar beet production in 
Valladolid (Spain)








Crop water requirement option





































Table II.2 Total green-blue water evapotranspiration based on the CWR output 
table of CROPWAT 8.0











"QS  Init       
"QS  Init       
"QS  Init       
May  Init       
May  Init       
May  %FW       
Jun  %FW       
Jun  %FW       
Jun  Mid       
Jul  Mid       
Jul  Mid       
Jul  Mid       
"VH  Mid       
"VH  Late       
"VH  Late       
Sep  Late       
Sep  Late       





    
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ETgreen = min (ETc , Peff ) <MFOHUIUJNF> 	











the soil. ETaJTDBMDVMBUFEVTJOHBXBUFSTUSFTT DPFïDJFOU	Ks












































%BUF %BZ Stage Rain Ks &5a %FQM Net Irr %FàDJU Loss Gr. Irr Flow
mm – mm  mm mm mm mm MTIB
"QS  Init         
"QS  Init         
"QS  Init         
"QS  Init         
"QS  Init         
"QS  Init         
"QS  Init         
"QS  Init         
"QS  Init         
"QS  Init         
"QS  Init         
"QS  Init         
"QS  Init         
…
4FQ  &OE         
4FQ  &OE         
4FQ &OE &OE    
Totals: 
Total gross irrigation  mm Total rainfall  mm
Total net irrigation  mm &GGFDUJWFSBJOGBMM  mm
Total irrigation losses  mm Total rain loss  mm













4UBHFMBCFM " # C % Season
3FEVDUJPOTJO&5c      
Yield response factor     
Yield reduction      
Cumulative yield 
reduction
    
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%BUF %BZ Stage Rain Ks &5a %FQM Net Irr %FàDJU Loss Gr. Irr Flow
mm – mm  mm mm mm mm MTIB
"QS  Init         
"QS  Init         
"QS  Init         
"QS  Init         
"QS  Init         
"QS  Init         
"QS  Init         
"QS  Init         
"QS  Init         
"QS  Init         
"QS  Init         
"QS  Init         
"QS  Init         
…
4FQ  &OE         
4FQ  &OE         
4FQ &OE &OE    
Totals: 
Total gross irrigation  mm Total rainfall  mm
Total net irrigation  mm &GGFDUJWFSBJOGBMM  mm
Total irrigation losses  mm Total rain loss  mm













4UBHFMBCFM " # C % Season
3FEVDUJPOTJO&5c      
Yield response factor     
Yield reduction      













simulated in the irrigation scenario.
*O CPUI PQUJPOT 	$83 BOE JSSJHBUJPO TDIFEVMF
 UIF FTUJNBUFE DSPQ
evapotranspiration in mm is converted to mIBBQQMZJOHUIFGBDUPSɨF

























=  <WPMVNFNBTT> 	

ɨFPVUDPNFPGCPUIPQUJPOTJTHJWFOJO5BCMF**ɨFSFTVMUTBSFTJNJMBSXJUI






JODPSQPSBUFEXBUFSBMPOFɨJT JT MFTT UIBOQFSDFOUPG UIFXBUFS GPPUQSJOU
SFMBUFEUPFWBQPSBUFEXBUFS
Table  II.5 Calculation of the green and blue components of the process water 
footprint (m3/ton) for sugar beet in Valladolid (Spain) using the CWR-option and 
irrigation schedule option for a medium soil
$3018"5
option
ETgreen ETblue ETa CWUgreen CWUblue CWUtot Y* WFproc,green WFproc,blue WFproc








         
4PVSDF."3.	
QFSJPEm
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Table II.6 Calculation of the grey component of the process water footprint (m3/ton) 




















LHIB ha UPOZFBS UPOZFBS NHM  mZFBS ton mUPO























































QBOT UIBU B TBUVSBUFE TPMVUJPO JTPCUBJOFE4VCTFRVFOUMZ UIFDSZTUBMMJ[BUJPO





































DPNFT JOUP UIFXBTIJOHXBUFS BOE JTQVSJëFE#FTJEFT BFSPCJDQVSJëDBUJPO
BOBFSPCJDQVSJëDBUJPOBMTPUBLFTQMBDFJOUIFNFUIBOFFOHJOFTJOXIJDIEVSBCMF
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Table III.1 Green, blue and grey water footprint for sugar beet in Valladolid (Spain) 
(m3/ton)
Process water footprint of sugar beet crop 
(m3/ton)
Product water footprint of refined sugar  
(m3/ton)
WFproc,green WFproc,blue WFproc,grey WFtotal WFproc,green WFproc,blue WFproc,grey WFtotal




Example 1: Grey water footprint from point  
source pollution
$POTJEFSBXBUFSVTJOHQSPDFTTBTEFQJDUFECFMPXɨFBCTUSBDUJPOJTNT
UIFFðVFOU JTNTBCJU TNBMMFS UIBOUIFBCTUSBDUJPOCFDBVTFTPNFPG





























Abstr = 0.10 m3/s 
Cact = 1 g/m3 
Effl = 0.09 m3/s 
ceffl = 15 g/m3 
Freshwater body 
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'JOBMMZ JU JTEFDJEFEUPTUPQUIF JOUBLFPGBEEJUJPOBMXBUFSBHBJO TP UIBU
abstraction is 0.10 mTBHBJO*OTUFBEPOFUSFBUT UIFXBTUFXBUFSCFGPSF JU JT
EJTQPTFEJOUPUIFFOWJSPONFOU%VSJOHUIFUSFBUNFOUB MBSHFGSBDUJPOPGUIF















Example 2: Calculating the water pollution level  
at different scales 














































Load = 6000 kg/month 
Grey water footprint = 0.6 million m3/month 
Run-off = 2 million m3/month 
Water pollution level = 0.3 
Sub-catchment 1 
Load = 2000 kg/month 
Grey water footprint = 0.2 million m3/month 
Run-off = 1 million m3/month 
Water pollution level = 0.2 
Sub-catchment 2 
Load = 2000 kg/month 
Grey water footprint = 0.2 million m3/month 
Run-off = 0.2 million m3/month 
Water pollution level = 1 
Sub-catchment 3 
Load = 2000 kg/month 
Grey water footprint = 0.2 million m3/month 
Run-off = 0.8 million m3/month 
Water pollution level = 0.25 


























WAblue = Rnat – EFR <WPMVNFUJNF> 	

ɨFCMVFXBUFS GPPUQSJOU 	WFblue
 JO B DBUDINFOUOFFET UPCF DPNQBSFE UP
WAblue. When WFblue approaches or exceeds WAblueUIFSFJTBSFBTPOGPSDPODFSO
ɨFOBUVSBMSVOPêDBOCFFTUJNBUFEBTUIFBDUVBMSVOPêQMVTUIFCMVFXBUFS






UJNFTUFQPGUPEBZT$PNQBSJOHWFblue to WAblue can be done on an annual 
CBTJTCVUUIBUJTWFSZDSVEFBOEJOTFOTJUJWFUPXIBUBDUVBMMZIBQQFOTUISPVHIPVU
UIFZFBSTPJUJTCFUUFSUPNBLFUIJTDPNQBSJTPOPOGPSFYBNQMFBNPOUIMZCBTJT
ɨFSF JTTVïDJFOU MJUFSBUVSFUPDPODMVEFUIBUFTUBCMJTIJOHEFR in a particular 
DBUDINFOUXJMMBMXBZTCFBOFMBCPSBUFKPC*UJTUFNQUJOHUPIBWFBTJNQMFHFOFSJD
easily applicable standard on estimating EFRTPUIBUPOFDBOFBTJMZBTTFTTUIF
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NPSFBEWBODFEFTUJNBUFTBSFOPUZFUBWBJMBCMF *U TIPVMECFTUSFTTFEUIBU UIF
TJNQMFHFOFSJDNFUIPEXPVMEHJWFëSTUFTUJNBUFTPOMZUPCFSFQMBDFECZCFUUFS
FTUJNBUFTXIFOQPTTJCMF'PSUIBUQVSQPTFPOFDPVMESFMZGPSFYBNQMFPOUIF





based on this approach.



























rather than decisive. 
ɨFBQQSPQSJBUFTQBUJBMTDBMFGPSFTUBCMJTIJOHEFR is the catchment level. EFR 
BUSJWFSCBTJOMFWFMDBOCFEFSJWFEBTUIFTVNPGEFRWBMVFTPGUIFDBUDINFOUT
that together constitute the river basin. Given that EFR can best be expressed 
BUDBUDINFOUMFWFMJEFBMMZUIFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUJTTQFDJëFEBUUIBUEFUBJMBTXFMM



















XJMM CF DSJUJDJ[FEXIJDI JT VOEFSTUBOEBCMF HJWFO CPUI UIF EJWFSTF JOUFSFTUT
	FOWJSPONFOUWFSTVTXBUFSVTFST
BOEUIFTDJFOUJëDEJïDVMUZ UPUSBOTMBUF UIF
BDUVBMDPNQMFYJUZ UPXBSET TJNQMF SVMFT)PXFWFSQPTTJCMFDSJUJDJTNIBTOPU
XJUIIPME FYQFSUT GSPN TFUUJOH TJNQMF UPYJDJUZ BOEXBUFS RVBMJUZ TUBOEBSET
TPXIZXPVME JUXJUIIPMEVT GSPNFTUBCMJTIJOHEFR TUBOEBSET 2VBOUJGZJOH






1. Why should we bother about our water footprint?
'SFTIXBUFSJTBTDBSDFSFTPVSDFJUTBOOVBMBWBJMBCJMJUZJTMJNJUFEBOEEFNBOEJT
HSPXJOHɨFXBUFS GPPUQSJOUPGIVNBOJUZIBTFYDFFEFETVTUBJOBCMF MFWFMT JO
TFWFSBMQMBDFTBOE JTVOFRVBMMZEJTUSJCVUFEBNPOHQFPQMF(PPEJOGPSNBUJPO
SFHBSEJOH XBUFS GPPUQSJOUT PG DPNNVOJUJFT BOE CVTJOFTTFT XJMM IFMQ VT UP
VOEFSTUBOEIPXXFDBOBDIJFWFBNPSFTVTUBJOBCMFBOEFRVJUBCMFVTFPGGSFTI
XBUFSɨFSF BSFNBOZ TQPUT JO UIFXPSMEXIFSF TFSJPVTXBUFSEFQMFUJPOPS
QPMMVUJPOUBLFTQMBDFSJWFSTSVOOJOHESZESPQQJOHMBLFBOEHSPVOEXBUFSMFWFMT
BOEFOEBOHFSFETQFDJFTSFTVMUJOHGSPNDPOUBNJOBUFEXBUFSɨFXBUFSGPPUQSJOU






2. Why should my business bother about its water 
footprint?
'JSTUPGBMMFOWJSPONFOUBMBXBSFOFTTBOETUSBUFHZJTPGUFOQBSUPGXIBUBCVTJOFTT






XBUFS GPPUQSJOUBDDPVOUJOHBOEGPSNVMBUFNFBTVSFT UPSFEVDF UIFDPSQPSBUF
XBUFS GPPUQSJOU JT UP BOUJDJQBUF SFHVMBUPSZ DPOUSPM CZ HPWFSONFOUT *O UIF
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DVSSFOUTUBHF JU JTOPUTPDMFBSIPXHPWFSONFOUTXJMM SFTQPOECVUPCWJPVTMZ
SFHVMBUJPOTJOTPNFTFDUPSTPGCVTJOFTTNBZCFFYQFDUFE'JOBMMZTPNFCVTJOFTTFT
TFFBDPSQPSBUFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUTUSBUFHZBMTPBTBOJOTUSVNFOUUPSFJOGPSDFUIF
corporate image or to strengthen the brand name. 





































UPPMT UIBU DBOIFMQ JNQSPWJOH USBOTQBSFODZ BSF TFUUJOHRVBOUJUBUJWFXBUFS
GPPUQSJOUSFEVDUJPOUBSHFUTCFODINBSLJOHQSPEVDUMBCFMMJOHDFSUJëDBUJPOBOE
XBUFSGPPUQSJOUSFQPSUJOH








IBWFBCMJOETQPU UP UIF JTTVFPG TVTUBJOBCJMJUZPGOBUJPOBMDPOTVNQUJPO"T
BNBUUFSPG GBDUNBOZ DPVOUSJFTIBWF TJHOJëDBOUMZ FYUFSOBMJ[FE UIFJSXBUFS
GPPUQSJOUXJUIPVUMPPLJOHBUXIFUIFSUIFJNQPSUFEQSPEVDUTBSFSFMBUFEUPXBUFS





UP UIF FOWJSPONFOU BHSJDVMUVSF JOEVTUSZ FOFSHZ USBEF GPSFJHO BêBJST BOE
international cooperation.
6. When is my water footprint sustainable?
"TBDPOTVNFSZPVSXBUFSGPPUQSJOU JTTVTUBJOBCMFXIFO	J
 UIFUPUBMSFNBJOT
CFMPX ZPVS GBJS TIBSF JO UIFXPSME 	JJ
 OP DPNQPOFOU PG ZPVS UPUBMXBUFS
GPPUQSJOU JT MPDBUFE JOBIPUTQPUBOE	JJJ
OPDPNQPOFOUPGZPVSUPUBMXBUFS
GPPUQSJOUDBOCFSFEVDFEPSBWPJEFEBMUPHFUIFSBUSFBTPOBCMFTPDJFUBMDPTU
7. How can I offset my water footprint?
ɨJTJTBRVFTUJPOPGUFOQPTFECZQFPQMFUIBUBSFGBNJMJBSXJUIUIFJEFBPGDBSCPO
PêTFUUJOH*OUIFDBTFPGDBSCPOJUEPFTOPUNBUUFSXIFSFNJUJHBUJOHNFBTVSFT











CZNBLJOH B ASFBTPOBCMF JOWFTUNFOU JO FTUBCMJTIJOHPS TVQQPSUJOHQSPKFDUT
UIBUBJNBUBTVTUBJOBCMFFRVJUBCMFBOEFïDJFOUVTFPGXBUFSJOUIFDBUDINFOU
XIFSFUIFSFTJEVBMXBUFS GPPUQSJOU JT MPDBUFEɨFUFSNT ASFBTPOBCMZQPTTJCMF
BOE ASFBTPOBCMF JOWFTUNFOU JODMVEF OPSNBUJWF FMFNFOUT UIBU OFFE GVSUIFS
RVBOUJUBUJWFTQFDJëDBUJPOBOEBCPVUXIJDIXFOFFEUPSFBDITPDJFUBMDPOTFOTVT
8. I already pay for the water, is that not enough?
(FOFSBMMZ UIFQSJDFQBJE GPSCMVFXBUFS JT GBSCFMPX JUT SFBM FDPOPNJDDPTU
.PTUHPWFSONFOUTTVCTJEJ[FCMVFXBUFSTVQQMZPOBIVHFTDBMFCZJOWFTUJOHJO
JOGSBTUSVDUVSFMJLFEBNTDBOBMTEJTUSJCVUJPOTZTUFNTBOEXBTUFXBUFSUSFBUNFOU
ɨFTF DPTUT BSF PGUFO OPU DIBSHFE UP UIFXBUFS VTFST "T B SFTVMU UIFSF JT























PG SBJOCBTFEQSPEVDUTXIJDISFEVDFT UIFOFFE UPQSPEVDF JSSJHBUJPOCBTFE
QSPEVDUTJOXBUFSTDBSDFBSFBT









UP UIFQPTTJCJMJUZ UPSFEVDF UIFPWFSBMMXBUFS GPPUQSJOU JOXBUFSTDBSDFBSFBT


























POSBJOGFEBHSJDVMUVSF *O UIF JOEVTUSJBM TUBHF JUXJMMEFQFOEWFSZNVDIPO
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UIF TFDUPS BOEXIBUIBT BMSFBEZCFFOEPOF5FDIOPMPHJDBMMZ JOEVTUSJFT DBO
GVMMZSFDZDMFXBUFSTPUIBUUIFCMVFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUFWFSZXIFSFDBOCFSFEVDFE











12. Is the water footprint similar to the carbon footprint?
ɨFUXPDPODFQUTOJDFMZDPNQMFNFOUFBDIPUIFSFBDIDPODFQUBEESFTTJOHBOPUIFS
FOWJSPONFOUBMJTTVFUIFDBSCPOGPPUQSJOUBEESFTTFTUIFJTTVFPGDMJNBUFDIBOHF





DBOOPUSFEVDFUIF MPDBM JNQBDUPGXBUFSVTF JOPOFQMBDFCZTBWJOHXBUFS JO
another place. 
13. Freshwater can be obtained by desalinating seawater, so 
why is water scarce?
















14. Should products get a water label?
*OBXPSMEXIFSFNBOZQSPEVDUTBSFSFMBUFEUPXBUFSEFQMFUJPOBOEQPMMVUJPO
JU JTWFSZVTFGVM UPNBLFUIFIJTUPSZPGQSPEVDUTNPSFUSBOTQBSFOU*U JTHPPE
UPIBWFUIFGBDUTQVCMJDMZBWBJMBCMFTPUIFDPOTVNFSIBTBDIPJDF*OGPSNBUJPO
can be provided on a label or can be made available through the internet. This 
JTNPTUVTFGVMGPSQSPEVDUTUIBUBSFPGUFOBTTPDJBUFEXJUIMBSHFFêFDUTPOXBUFS
TVDIBTQSPEVDUTUIBUDPOUBJODPUUPOPSTVHBS'PSDPOTVNFSTJUXPVMECFIFMQGVM



















DBODPOUBJO MJNJUFE JOGPSNBUJPOPOMZ#FTJEFTSFBMXBUFS GPPUQSJOUSFEVDUJPO
XJMMOPUPDDVSKVTUCZQSPWJEJOHJOGPSNBUJPOPOBMBCFM
Technical questions
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goods and services consumed by the individual or community or produced by 
UIFCVTJOFTTɨFXBUFS GPPUQSJOUTIPXTIVNBOBQQSPQSJBUJPOPG UIFXPSMET




2. What is new about the water footprint?










SBEJDBMMZɨFXBUFS GPPUQSJOUNFUIPEEJêFST GVSUIFS JOUIBU JU MPPLTBUXBUFS
DPOTVNQUJPO	BTPQQPTFEUPXJUIESBXBM
XIFSFDPOTVNQUJPOSFGFSTUPUIFQBSU











)PXFWFS KVTU MJLF UIF AFDPMPHJDBM GPPUQSJOU BOE UIF ADBSCPO
GPPUQSJOU UIF AXBUFS GPPUQSJOU JTNPSFUIBOBNFUBQIPS UIFSF JTBSJHPSPVT
BDDPVOUJOH GSBNFXPSL XJUI XFMMEFGJOFE NFBTVSBCMF WBSJBCMFT BOE XFMM
FTUBCMJTIFEBDDPVOUJOHQSPDFEVSFTUPDBMDVMBUFUIFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUTPGQSPEVDUT





4. Water is a renewable resource, it remains in the cycle,  
so what is the problem?
















5. Is there agreement regarding how to measure a water 
footprint?
ɨFNFUIPET GPSXBUFS GPPUQSJOU BDDPVOUJOH IBWF CFFOQVCMJTIFE JO QFFS
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DBOCFVTFE GPSDSPQHSPXUIPS MFGU GPSNBJOUBJOJOHOBUVSBMFDPTZTUFNT UIF
HSFFOXBUFSGPPUQSJOUNFBTVSFTXIBUQBSUPGUIFUPUBMFWBQPSBUJWFìPXJTBDUVBMMZ















7. Why should we look at the total green water footprint 
of a crop? Why not look at the additional evaporation if 
compared to evaporation from natural vegetation?
*U EFQFOET POXIBU RVFTUJPO POF XPVME MJLF UP BEESFTTɨF HSFFOXBUFS
GPPUQSJOU NFBTVSFT UPUBM FWBQPSBUJPO BOE JT NFBOU UP GFFE UIF EFCBUF
SFHBSEJOHUIFBMMPDBUJPOPGXBUFSUPEJêFSFOUQVSQPTFT JOBDPOUFYUPG MJNJUFE



















8. Is it not too simplistic to add all cubic metres of water 




B SPVHI JOEJDBUPS JOTUSVNFOUBM JOSBJTJOHBXBSFOFTTBOEGPSHFUUJOHBO JEFB
PGXIFSFNPTUPGUIFXBUFSHPFTɨFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUDBOCFQSFTFOUFEBTPOF





9. Should we not weigh the different water footprint 
components based on their local impact?
ɨFJEFBPGAXFJHIJOHGBDUPSTTPVOETMJLFBOBUUSBDUJWFJEFBCFDBVTFOPUFWFSZ





4FDPOE JNQBDUTBSFBMXBZT GVMMZ MPDBMDPOUFYUEFQFOEFOUXIJDINFBOT JU JT
JNQPTTJCMFUPEFTJHOVOJWFSTBMMZWBMJEXFJHIJOHGBDUPSTɨFJNQBDUPGPOFDVCJD
NFUSFPGXBUFSXJUIESBXOGSPNPOFQBSUJDVMBSQPJOUJOBSJWFSBUBDFSUBJOQPJOU














CBTJT GPSB MPDBM JNQBDUBTTFTTNFOU JOXIJDIPOFBTTFTTFTUIFWBSJPVT JNQBDUT
GPSFBDITFQBSBUFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUDPNQPOFOUJOUJNFBOETQBDF0CWJPVTMZUIF
MPDBMJNQBDUBTTFTTNFOUXJMMTIPXUIBUUIFJNQBDUJTEJêFSFOUGPSFBDITFQBSBUF
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XBUFS GPPUQSJOU DPNQPOFOU'PS GPSNVMBUJOHXBUFSQPMJDZ BJNFE UP SFEVDF
XBUFSGPPUQSJOUJNQBDUTJUJTNPSFVTFGVMUPLOPXIPXEJêFSFOUXBUFSGPPUQSJOU
DPNQPOFOUT MJOLUPWBSJPVT JNQBDUT UIBOUPIBWFBXFJHIFEXBUFS GPPUQSJOU
JNQBDUJOEFYɨFSJTLPGNBLJOHBTFFNJOHMZBEWBODFEXFJHIFEXBUFSGPPUQSJOU
JNQBDU JOEFY JT UIBU TVDIBO JOEFYIJEFTBMM JOGPSNBUJPOSFMBUFE UP JNQBDUT
JOTUFBEPGNBLJOHUIFJNQBDUTFYQMJDJU
















BOE GPSNVMBUJOHSFTQPOTF TUSBUFHJFT UP SFEVDFXBUFS GPPUQSJOUTBOENJUJHBUF
BTTPDJBUFEJNQBDUT'PSUIFTFQVSQPTFTBHHSFHBUJPOJTOPUGVODUJPOBMCFDBVTF
TQFDJëDBUJPOJOUZQFPGXBUFSBOETQBDFUJNFJTFTTFOUJBMJOUIPTFBQQMJDBUJPOT
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Symbol Unit a Explanation
ETo MFOHUIUJNF SFGFSFODFDSPQFWBQPUSBOTQJSBUJPO
ETunprod WPMVNFUJNF FWBQPUSBOTQJSBUJPOGSPNMBOEUIBUDBOOPUCF
made productive in crop production
fp<p,i> – QSPEVDUGSBDUJPOPGPVUQVUQSPEVDUp that is 
QSPEVDFEGSPNJOQVUQSPEVDUi
fv<p> – WBMVFGSBDUJPOPGPVUQVUQSPEVDUp
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UIBU MJUSFPGXBUFS JTFRVBM UPLH8PSLJOHXJUIUIJTBTTVNQUJPONBTTCBMBODFT
USBOTMBUFJOWPMVNFCBMBODFT0CWJPVTMZJOSFQPSUJOHOVNCFSTJUJTFTTFOUJBMUPTQFDJGZ
the units used.  











c"QSPDFTTXBUFS GPPUQSJOU JTHFOFSBMMZFYQSFTTFE JO UFSNTPGXBUFSWPMVNFQFSVOJU










Blue water o'SFTI TVSGBDF BOEHSPVOEXBUFS JOPUIFSXPSET UIFXBUFS JO
GSFTIXBUFSMBLFTSJWFSTBOEBRVJGFST




Blue water footprinto7PMVNFPG TVSGBDFBOEHSPVOEXBUFSDPOTVNFEBTB
SFTVMUPGUIFQSPEVDUJPOPGBHPPEPSTFSWJDF$POTVNQUJPOSFGFSTUPUIFWPMVNF
PGGSFTIXBUFSVTFEBOEUIFOFWBQPSBUFEPSJODPSQPSBUFEJOUPBQSPEVDU*UBMTP




Blue water footprint impact indexo"OBHHSFHBUFEBOEXFJHIFENFBTVSF







DBOCF JOUFSQSFUFEBT BCMVFXBUFS GPPUQSJOUXFJHIFEBDDPSEJOH UP UIFCMVF
XBUFSTDBSDJUZJOUIFQMBDFTBOEQFSJPETXIFSFUIFWBSJPVTCMVFXBUFSGPPUQSJOU
components occur. 
Blue water scarcity oɨFSBUJPPGCMVFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUUPCMVFXBUFSBWBJMBCJMJUZ
#MVFXBUFSTDBSDJUZWBSJFTXJUIJOUIFZFBSBOEGSPNZFBSUPZFBS
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Business water footprinto4FFAXBUFSGPPUQSJOUPGBCVTJOFTT
















BOEQPMMVUJPO UIBUDBOCFBTTPDJBUFEXJUI UIFQSPEVDUJPOPG UIFHPPETBOE
services consumed by the consumer or the inputs used by the producer.
Effective precipitation oɨFQPSUJPOPGUIFUPUBMQSFDJQJUBUJPOUIBUJTSFUBJOFE
CZUIFTPJMTPUIBUJUJTBWBJMBCMFGPSDSPQQSPEVDUJPO









Environmental green water requirementoɨFRVBOUJUZPGHSFFOXBUFSGSPN
MBOETUIBUOFFEUPCFSFTFSWFEGPSOBUVSFBOECJPEJWFSTJUZQSFTFSWBUJPOBOEGPS












Global water saving through trade o*OUFSOBUJPOBMUSBEFDBOTBWFGSFTIXBUFS

















QSPDFTTɨJT JT QBSUJDVMBSMZ SFMFWBOU GPS BHSJDVMUVSBM BOE GPSFTUSZ QSPEVDUT
	QSPEVDUT CBTFE PO DSPQT PS XPPE

























Grey water footprint impact indexo"OBHHSFHBUFEBOEXFJHIFENFBTVSF























Internal water footprint of national consumptionoɨFQBSUPG UIFXBUFS
GPPUQSJOUPGOBUJPOBMDPOTVNQUJPOUIBUGBMMTJOTJEFUIFOBUJPOJOPUIFSXPSET
UIFBQQSPQSJBUJPOPGEPNFTUJDXBUFSSFTPVSDFTGPSQSPEVDJOHHPPETBOETFSWJDFT
that are consumed domestically.
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Irrigation requirement oɨFRVBOUJUZPGXBUFS FYDMVTJWFPGQSFDJQJUBUJPO











BOBUJPOXIJDISFGFST UP UIFUPUBM GSFTIXBUFSWPMVNFDPOTVNFEPSQPMMVUFE
XJUIJOUIFUFSSJUPSZPGUIFOBUJPO





OPIVNBOEJTUVSCBODF JOUIFDBUDINFOU 	*UDPSSFTQPOETUPUIF AIJHITUBUVT
DPOEJUJPOTBTEFëOFEJOUIF&68BUFS'SBNFXPSL%JSFDUJWF





















UPUIFFêFDUPG UIFXBUFS GPPUQSJOU JOBDBUDINFOUPOXBUFSìPXTBOEXBUFS
quality.
Production system oɨFQSPEVDUJPOTZTUFNPGBQSPEVDUDPOTJTUTPGBMM UIF










Secondary impacts oɨFUFSNATFDPOEBSZJNQBDUT JTVTFEOFYUUPUIFUFSN




Supply-chain water footprint of a businessoɨFTVQQMZDIBJO	PSJOEJSFDU

XBUFSGPPUQSJOUPGBCVTJOFTTJTUIFWPMVNFPGGSFTIXBUFSDPOTVNFEPSQPMMVUFE
UPQSPEVDFBMM UIFHPPETBOETFSWJDFTUIBU GPSNUIF JOQVUPGQSPEVDUJPOPGB
business.













PWFS JUT GVMMQSPEVDUJPODIBJO*GBOBUJPOFYQPSUTJNQPSUTTVDIBQSPEVDU JU
FYQPSUTJNQPSUTXBUFSJOWJSUVBMGPSNɨFAWJSUVBMXBUFSDPOUFOUPGBQSPEVDU
JT UIFTBNFBT AUIFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUPGBQSPEVDUCVUUIFGPSNFSSFGFSTUPUIF













Virtual-water import o 5IF WJSUVBMXBUFS JNQPSU JOUP B HFPHSBQIJDBMMZ
EFMJOFBUFEBSFB	GPSFYBNQMFBOBUJPOPSDBUDINFOUBSFB
JTUIFWPMVNFPGWJSUVBM
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Water footprint accounting oɨFTUFQJOXBUFSGPPUQSJOUBTTFTTNFOUUIBUSFGFST
UPDPMMFDUJOHGBDUVBMFNQJSJDBMEBUBPOXBUFSGPPUQSJOUTXJUIBTDPQFBOEEFQUI
BTEFëOFEFBSMJFS








Water footprint impact indices o4FFACMVFHSFFOHSFZXBUFSGPPUQSJOUJNQBDU
JOEFY





















*O UIF UPQEPXOBQQSPBDI UIFXBUFS GPPUQSJOUPGOBUJPOBM DPOTVNQUJPO JT
DBMDVMBUFEBT UIFUPUBMVTFPGEPNFTUJDXBUFSSFTPVSDFTQMVTUIFHSPTTWJSUVBM
XBUFSJNQPSUNJOVTUIFHSPTTWJSUVBMXBUFSFYQPSU
Water footprint of national productiono"OPUIFSUFSNGPSUIFAXBUFSGPPUQSJOU
XJUIJOBOBUJPO











VTFPGXBUFS JOUIFIZESPMPHJDBMVOJUT JOXIJDIUIF JNQBDUTPGUIFSFNBJOJOH
XBUFSGPPUQSJOUBSFMPDBUFE
Water footprint sustainability assessment oɨFQIBTF JOXBUFS GPPUQSJOU
BTTFTTNFOUUIBUBJNTUPFWBMVBUFXIFUIFSBDFSUBJOXBUFSGPPUQSJOUJTTVTUBJOBCMF
GSPNBOFOWJSPONFOUBMTPDJBMBTXFMMBTBOFDPOPNJDQPJOUPGWJFX





Water footprint within a nation o*TEFëOFEBTUIFUPUBM GSFTIXBUFSWPMVNF
DPOTVNFEPSQPMMVUFEXJUIJOUIFUFSSJUPSZPGUIFOBUJPO














































Water withdrawaloɨFWPMVNFPG GSFTIXBUFS BCTUSBDUJPO GSPNTVSGBDFPS
HSPVOEXBUFS1BSUPG UIF GSFTIXBUFSXJUIESBXBMXJMMFWBQPSBUFBOPUIFSQBSU
XJMMSFUVSOUPUIFDBUDINFOUXIFSFJUXBTXJUIESBXOBOEZFUBOPUIFSQBSUNBZ
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People use a lot of water for drinking, cooking and washing, but 
significantly more for producing things such as food, paper and cotton 
clothes. The water footprint is an indicator of water use that looks at both 
direct and indirect water use of a consumer or producer. Indirect use refers 
to the ‘virtual water’ embedded in tradable goods and commodities, such 
as cereals, sugar or cotton. The water footprint of an individual, community 
or business is defined as the total volume of fresh water that is used to 
produce the goods and services consumed by the individual or community 
or produced by the business.
This book offers a complete and up-to-date overview of the global standard 
on water footprint assessment as developed by the Water Footprint Network. 
More specifically it:
provides a comprehensive set of methods for water footprint assessment
shows how water footprints can be calculated for individual processes 
and products, as well as for consumers, nations and businesses
contains detailed worked examples of how to calculate green, blue and 
grey water footprints 
describes how to assess the sustainability of the aggregated water 
footprint within a river basin or the water footprint of a specific product
includes an extensive library of possible measures that can contribute to 
water footprint reduction.
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